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ABSTRACT
The emergence of multiple home computers and the need to network them
together are dramatically increasing in our society. At the same time, more and
more methods of networking home computers are being developed. As our
society becomes more reliant on using digital devices in our everyday lives, the
possibility of a
"smart"
home can actually become a reality.
My thesis will research currently available home automation products, and will
propose a complete smart home system using current and possible future
technologies. It will also include the various services that can be offered via
home networking and automation. There are several component areas that must
be considered and combined to create the complete system. Some of these areas
include communications, device control, temperature, security, and most
important, the user interface. One of the main components of the system will be
the concept of a "console", which will be the primary interface. My thesis will
explore different kinds of consoles using existing and proposed technology, how
they can be internetworked together to
form a complete communications system,
and how they can be connected to the outside world.
The feasibility of offering home automation services using these consoles is
another area that will be explored. For instance, can a home be considered secure
if doors and locks are automated and integrated into the smart home? With the
smart home, a user should be able to enter the house without a key, solely by
communicating with
the system. It could even be possible to lock a door from
any console
within the house, in case the user forgot.
I believe the smart home is becoming a reality, and can propel our society into a
new way of life as an advanced civilization. My thesis will attempt to provide
various ways ofmaking it a reality using current and possible future
technologies.
Although it will not provide a concrete example of a complete smart home
system, that area of expansion exists for future research. Perhaps one day it will
become a standard in new home development, and will change how we perform
everyday tasks at home.
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C h ap t e r I
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Over the past two decades, our society has been increasingly reliant on using
digital devices in our everyday lives. Devices that began as analog, such as the
telephone and television, are slowly being redesigned and replaced with their
digital counterparts. These counterparts are usually more efficient because they
communicate with ones and zeros. They range in size, speed, and complexity to
ultimately make our lives more convenient.
In the past, only the technologically elite owned and used computers. They were
mosdy found in educational or government institutions. Computer users, back
then, were primarily programmers that used giant stacks of punch cards to
process information. Programs were prioritized according to the time they took
to execute. Whereas in the past, programs would take minutes to execute, today's
computers can perform the same task in fractions of a second. Computer users
today are ordinary people who do not need to know anything about
programming. Computers are no longer limited to educational and government
institutions, and can nowadays be found in businesses and homes. They are also
found in many devices such as cars and airplanes,
or wristwatches and cellular
phones. Computer technology has advanced so gready that these devices are
becoming cheaper and easier to use.
Since computer technology is significandy cheaper and easier to use, it has
increasingly appeared in the home. People are buying computers for many uses
ranging from
basic word processing, to Internet email, to keeping track of
finances and expenses. Computers at home have become so commonplace that
users have just recendy begun to purchase multiple computers. They can be
designated for personal, home office, or even educational use. A family can have
a dedicated computer for the children and another one for the parents.
The emergence ofmultiple home computers has led to the need to network them
together. Networking these computers together allows the sharing of
information, as well as devices such as printers and storage devices. Multiple
computers can even share an Internet connection so that all users are connected
to email and the World Wide Web. As the need to network home computers
increases, new methods to accomplish this connectivity are also being developed.
Likewise, personal computers at home are increasing in power, which suggests
that they must not necessarily be limited to particular tasks.
Home automation technologies attempt to automate the use of home devices and
provide an easier interface to common tasks. It "... can link lighting,
entertainment, security, telecommunications, heating and air conditioning into
one centrally controlled
system."
("Questions About Home Automation.") One
of the major concerns in home automation is how home devices communicate
with each other. Home networking plays an important role for device
connectivity.
The Computerized Integrated Smart Home (CISH) suggests a possible solution
to creating a smart
home. Combining the areas of home networking and home
automation, it computerizes and integrates the home into a centralized and
complete system. Home devices connect to a dedicated powerful home
computer. This computer also connects to console units located in each room.
Users communicate with the server computer using these consoles to control
devices and perform common household tasks. CISH attempts to automate and
integrate the typical home into one that revolves around the user. The user
should be able to control any device from any room within the home.
This thesis will explore currendy available home automation
products and
evaluate them in various areas of functionality. It will survey the diverse
range of
services that each product offers, as well as investigate their complexity. It will
then propose the concept of the Computerized Integrated Smart Home, which is
a complete home automation (or smart home) system. This thesis will then
outline the features and services that CISH can provide, and how they can best be
served using current and proposed networking, automation, and user
interface
technologies.
C h ap t e r 2
EMERGENCE OF HOME AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
The Home Automation Association inWashington, D.C. defines the term "home
automation"
as:
"... a process or system (using different methods or
equipment) which provides the ability to enhance one's
lifestyle, and make a home more comfortable, safe and
efficient.
"
("Questions About Home Automation.")
To enhance the homeowner's lifestyle, they should have easy access to devices
within the home, and they should be able to automate common household tasks.
The emergence of home automation systems has allowed the home to become
more integrated with the user (i.e. the home should revolve around the user).
There are several applications for home automation systems, also called smart
networked homes. Multiple computers can be networked together to share
information and devices. Printers can connect to the network, as well as storage
devices such as hard drives and backup drives. This allows a user using any
computer access to the resources of another computer. For example, from a
bedroom computer, one can print out a document to a printer in the den. The
user should also be able to backup data on any computer on the network. An
Internet connection can be shared so that each computer can access Internet
resources such as email and web access.
The HomeNetwork
The home network is the essential backbone to any home automation
system.
Whichever connectivity solution is used for device communication, the home
network must exist for devices to communicate with each other. Home
automation systems attempt to control these household devices as well as
automate common household tasks. For example, a user can press a button
labeled
"Guests"
and instantiy the house will prepare itself for guests. This
button can be programmed to turn the living room and front door lights on, as
well as the driveway and walkway lights. Music can also softly play in the living
room as guests arrive.
Not only can computers come together to form a home network, but so can
devices and appliances as well. Devices such as lights and audio/video
equipment, and appliances such as refrigerators and heating/air conditioning
units can network together to form the home automation system. Users can now
turn lights on and off, listen to the stereo or watch TV, and change the
temperature from virtually anywhere in the home. Other devices that can be
controlled include showers, tubs, sliding doors, and curtains.
Security and TaskAutomation
Security is another application of smart networked homes. Video cameras near
the front door can be viewed on any television or computer within the home.
Likewise, an intercom can connect to the main phone line or communications
subsystem so that the homeowner can communicate with the visitor at the door.
This offers security advantages
because anyone inside the house can view and/or
communicate with any visitor.
Automating common household tasks
is another function of home automation
systems. For instance, the bedroom light can slowly brighten and music can
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softly play in the background to wake up in the morning. The temperature
could
also slowly rise before waking up. Half an hour later, the kitchen television turns
on to the local news channel when ready for breakfast. And the garage door
automatically opens just before the user leaves for work. All of these tasks can be
programmed into a home automation system and tailored to fit the user's
lifestyle.
The typical smart networked home should be able to manipulate any on/off
device, any range device, or even a complex device. On/off devices are exactiy
what the term implies, a device that can either be on or off. They can include
lights, doors and locks (open/close), and windows and drapes. Range devices are
ones that have a range of settings, such as a thermostat to control heating and air
conditioning, or various kinds of appliances (e.g. an oven). Complex devices
have a wide variety of functions and settings, such as a television, VCR, or stereo.
Drawbacks and Trends
One of the major drawbacks that current home automation systems face is the
wide range of products, and an equally wide range ofways to control them. For
example, most audio/video hardware can easily be controlled using an infrared
remote control. The concern is that each manufacturer and equipment model
uses a dedicated infrared signal to control its functionality. The smart home must
"learn"
the signals used to control the wide varieties of products that users own.
The X-10 protocol, which will be described in Chapter 6, attempts to solve this
by providing special hardware, plugged into an electrical outiet, to transmit these
signals. This allows the smart home the ability to control today's audio and video
equipment.
Home networking and automation technologies are somewhat still in their
infancy. Since multiple computers have only recendy become popular at home,
simpler methods to network them together are continually being developed.
"According to The Yankee Group, a research firm in
Boston, the home-networking market will remain fairly
small with just 9.5 million networked homes in the United
States by the end of 2003.
"
(Rooney 108)
The HomePlug Powerline Alliance, a non-profit industry organization of several
leading corporations, estimates the total number ofmultiple PC homes to be just
under 60 million by 2003. They also estimate the number of home networks to
reach 40 million. The estimates from both of these organizations agree that
home networks are on the rise. The total number of home networks will slowly
increase as they are ultimately built directiy into new homes.
HomeNetwork Concerns
There are also several concerns for a home network topology. Cost is always a
definite factor in the acceptance of new innovations and technologies. Since
home networking technologies
can either be wired or wireless, do the advantages
of a wired solution (which would require dedicated copper wire) outweigh the
advantages of a wireless solution? In other words, does the network require
installing dedicated copper wire around the home, or can the network even use
pre-existing wire?
A wired networking solution that requires its own wire would
incur extra cost to the homeowner, whereas a wireless solution would only
require wireless networking
transmitters.
Since home networks are meant for the average home user, they must be very
simple to put together and operate. Plug-n-play devices have already simplified
installing extra components
in computers. These plug-n-play devices usually
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connect to the computer using an internal expansion slot, serial/parallel port, or
USB (Universal Serial Bus) port.
The average user does not want to be a system or network administrator, so a
home network must be simple to administrate. It must also have few equipment
failures to simplify network troubleshooting. Security is equally important, since
home users do not want outsiders to have access to their private and personal
data. As each network topology is reviewed, we must consider these areas if the
technology is going to succeed in a typical home. Companies providing home
networking and automation services must provide simple solutions so that even
the technologically
"illiterate"
can easily use, configure, and troubleshoot the
system.
The SmartHome Solution
Any smart home system primarily focuses on home networking, automation, and
user interface technologies. It is important to consider each of these areas when
building or designing the entire system. A successful smart home is one that
combines the best networking, automation, and user interface solution so that the
home can revolve around the user. The home, and the devices contained within,
should act as one system controlled by its respective device control technology.
As smart home solutions emerge into the home automation market, they will
eventually find their way into the
common home. Hopefully, in a few years, these
technologies will become ubiquitous in our society and make living at home more
convenient.
C h ap t e r 3
COMMERCIAL HOME AUTOMATION PRODUCTS
There are many existing commercial providers that provide home networking and
automation products. These providers range from commercial corporations to
the savvy computer user who put together their own automation system.
However, a large number of these providers use proprietary equipment. For
now, however, assume the term proprietary to be a technology that is not based
on any standard. The differences between proprietary and non-proprietary
technologies, as well as examples for both, will further be discussed in the
beginning ofChapter 4.
Commercial home automation providers, to be successful, must simplify how
their system is wired and connected. There must be a simple way to network
household devices and the home automation system so the user could understand
how the system works. For example, should homeowners install an entire home
automation system themselves, or should the manufacturer or a local provider
install the system?
The next two sections introduce two currendy available home automation
systems, and provide a summary of the features offered. Both companies are
examples that respectively use proprietary and standards-based technologies.
3.1Vantage Controls. Inc.
Overview
Vantage Controls, Inc. is a company based in Salt Lake City, Utah, that provides
home automation equipment and services. Their smart home system "... is a
total home automation system that allows you to control every feature of your
home from a single
location."
("Residential Information on Vantage Controls,
Inc."). It is a centralized networked home automation system, and can be
customized to reflect the user's lifestyle.
"... Vantage can integrate your lighting, security, HVA.C,




Vantage Controls, Inc. is a proprietary company. Homes that use Vantage home
automation systems require dedicated wiring around the house. Devices such as
lights and audio/video equipment must connect to this wiring to function
properly. Also, homeowners must contact either the company or a certified
service provider to troubleshoot any problems, or to upgrade the system.
According to an interview with a Vantage sales representative, the user
population that the company currendy targets is homes that value over a million
dollars. The system is typically built into newly built homes; it is not intended for
existing homes, or the average-income homeowner. Vantage, Inc. subcontracts
installations to local certified service providers who program the system
according to
homeowner and user lifestyle specifications. It is these providers
who program the initial system and perform upgrades and modifications.
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Features
The homeowner can control household devices by pressing a button, opening a
door, or entering a room. Buttons can either control a single device or a
"scene."
Scenes are a series ofpreset actions that are activated with one button.
"A.n
'Entertain'
button could simultaneously adjust all
exterior and interior lights, set the audio system to a desired
level, open selected window coverings, turn on pool lights,




Other examples of scenes could include "Home", 'Vacation", "Asleep", or
"Away"
modes to activate a variety of devices.
[Figure 3.1 - Vantage Keypad
Station]1
The Vantage Keypad Station, which is a small panel of various buttons,
accommodates control of 14 events or individual devices. With an infrared
receiver mounted on the keypad, the user can control up to 22 devices (Vantage
Product Literature 7). Buttons and faceplates also come in a variety of colors and
finishes to provide an elegant and distinct look to the Vantage system.
Image was extracted from the Vantage Controls, Inc. website at
<http://www.vantageinc.com>
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Vantage, Inc. offers a detailed service package along with their home automation
systems. The Master Controller is the central unit in an out-of-the-way location
that controls all home automation features. Using a modem connected to the
local phone line, a certified Vantage representative is able to connect to the
Master Controller. The Vantage representative can then program individual
buttons and scenes for the homeowner.
The homeowner can also call via telephone to contact Vantage's TeleLink
Interface. A voice-prompted interface allows the user to adjust thermostats,
lighting levels, the security system and other devices, as well as check voice
messages. This interface permits the user to remotely control the entire system.
The entire home automation system can also be shut off with a manual override
switch for added security.
Figure 3.2 on the next page is a non-exhaustive list of features offered by the
Vantage home automation system. It is part of the initial system design and can
be customized to fit the user's needs. This table can be found in its entirety on
page 1 4 of the Vantage Product Literature guide available from the company.
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Basic Features
Adjust several lights with the touch
of one button
Dim a single light or group of
lights up and down by pressing one
button
Have lights turn on or off at a
specific time and rate
Set a group of lights to a preset
level by pressing a button
Turn all lights on or offwith a
single button
Automatically open and close
draperies at a given time
Have a button indicate if any light
in an area is on and use the button
to operate all lights in that area
(this is an excellent way to monitor
lights on different levels)
Keep bathroom fans on for a
specific amount of time after the
lights are turned off
Additional Features
Control electrical devices from a
telephone
Control lights with an infrared
remote control
Automatically turn on exterior
lights as a person approaches a
door
Turn on exterior lights when
someone enters a driveway
Control lights through a security
system
Arm a security system
from a
standard Keypad Station
Turn on/off hallway lights when
someone enters or exists a hallway
Control audio/video equipment
based on the time of day, motion
sensors and door sensors
Use keypad buttons to open and
close draperies and skylights
Home Mode
Automatically turn on a specific
group of lights throughout the
house
Automatically turn on
audio/video equipment to pre
selected levels
Change heating and air
conditioning to normal occupied
settings
AwayMode
Automatically arm security system
Turn off all lights and
audio/video equipment
Close garage doors and gates
Set back thermostats to non-
occupied settings
Asleep Mode
Turn off selected interior and
exterior lights
Turn on exterior and interior
lights used for security
Set back thermostats until
specified time
Arm perimeter security and close
garage




Set back thermostats to non-
occupied settings
Duplicate the prior two week's
light activities
Turn off hotwater heaters,
recirculating pumps, heat
recovery pumps and instant hot
water devices
EntertainmentMode
Turn on lights only in the area
guests will occupy
Disable keypad buttons and lights
in unoccupied parts of the house
[Figure 3.2 - Vantage Features]
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Advantages
One of the major advantages of the Vantage system, as well as any home
automation system, is device control. Vantage, Inc. takes this a step further with
the concept of scenes, which can control multiple devices with the touch of a
button. One button could effectively perform the task of several buttons,
switching certain devices on or off, or setting the range of a device such as the
stereo volume or thermostat. Other, less functional, home automation systems
only allow simpler control of household devices.
The company also offers a 2-day training course for homeowners to learn how
the system works and how to make changes. The user can either modify buttons
or scenes themselves, or they can call a service representative to remotely
configure the system via modem. If a service provider is called, changes usually
take effect almost immediately or within a short time (five to ten minutes).
Since the Vantage home automation system is built into newly constructed
homes, there is no need to rewire an existing home. The system is integrated into
the home from the start. It is more cost-efficient for the homeowner because
they do not need to acquire the cost
of rewiring the home.
Through a PC interface with the Master Controller, the user can reprogram
buttons to perform different tasks. Although the user cannot control devices
direcdy from a PC, they are allowed to modify buttons and scenes to fit their
needs. The user is therefore not required to call a service representative to
change the system configuration; homeowners can do it themselves.
Disadvantages
Vantage home automation systems are currendy targeted for upper-class homes
(homes that are worth one million dollars or more). The system is meant for the
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society-elite, and is not found in the average home. If the company expects to
eventually integrate their systems into the typical home, they must lower their
price. They also must be able to integrate their system into existing homes rather
than installing it during house construction.
The Vantage system does not include voice capability without installing a separate
system extension. Although this functionality is not a necessary requirement for
home automation systems, it does however allow the user a more convenient way
to control devices. The user does not need to remember which buttons are
located on faceplates in a particular room. For example, suppose the
"Entertain"
button is only located on a faceplate in the kitchen. Visitors arrive unexpectedly
and the homeowner wants to quickly set the house to entertain mode. The user
is required to walk to the kitchen to the location of the faceplate to press the
button and set the house accordingly. With a voice command interface, the user
could verbally tell the system to set itself to
entertain mode. The homeowner
could then remain with their guests.
Although the company offers a 2-day training course to introduce the home
automation system to new homeowners, this training course could also be a
disadvantage. The primary user would need to attend this course to learn how to
use the system, thus breaking away from other schedule commitments. This
hints that the Vantage system is somewhat complex to use. Even though users
interact with it via buttons, they are encouraged to participate in this course. It
would possibly be
simpler if homeowners viewed an instructional tape or booklet
to learn the complete system. The learning curve would therefore lessen for
those who are not technically knowledgeable.
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3.2 Smart Line. Inc.
Overview
Smart Line, Inc. is a home automation company located in Irvine, California.
The company designs and manufactures home automation products, and sells
them through dealers and distributors. Some of their products include the
TouchLinc, Switchlinc, and Houselinc home automation systems. These
products, whether individually installed or combined, can automate a variety of
household devices including lights, audio and video equipment, and virtually any
other infrared-controlled device.
The Smart Line home automation system controls devices using a protocol called
X-10. Using X-10 receivers and transmitters, users can control nearly any device
that normally plugs into an electrical oudet. Smart Line, Inc. designs and
manufactures these receivers and transmitters for use in a variety of applications.
This means that Smart Line is not a proprietary company, since their products are
based on an existing transmission standard. Although this company produces
products that use X-10 technology, the actual technology and protocol that
composes X-10 will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.
According to an interview with a Smart Line technical support representative, the
company currendy targets
the average homeowner or renter. Since X-10
technology uses electrical wiring, Smart Line products simply need to be plugged
into an oudet. The company only supports the X-10 protocol at the present time,
and may expand to
other protocols such as phoneline as the market demands.
For more complex installations, the homeowner has the option to have a
professional distributor perform the installation. Smaller projects or individual
product purchases ship with an
instructional manual or video to instruct the user
how to install the device. When the homeowner desires to upgrade the system,
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either by adding controllable household devices or modifying existing devices, the
homeowner typically performs the upgrades. However, if the upgrade is too
complex, a professional can be hired as well to do the work.
Features
There are a wide variety of features the Smart Line home automation system
provides. Aside from their three complete home automation products
(TouchLinc, Switchlinc, and Houselinc), Smart Line offers a large number of
individual X-10 receiver and transmitter components to control household
devices. Many of these components include X-10 lamp modules, infrared
transmitters, video cameras and security equipment, weather monitors, phone
systems, motorized drapes, heating/cooling systems, and other control units.
Most of these features are X-10 compatible; the others function as individual
subsystems.
Users interact with their home automation system using a touch-screen unit,
switches, or a computer. These interfaces are known as X-10 transmitters, and
allow the user the ability to control any X-10 receiver. This receiver sits in
between the electrical oudet and a device. The simplest example to illustrate
connectivity is a common lamp.
The lamp connects direcdy to the receiver,
which is plugged into a wall oudet. When the receiver receives an ON signal
meant for this lamp, the receiver will allow electricity to flow to the lamp
illuminating it (see Figure 3.3). When the receiver receives an OFF signal, it cuts
power turning the lamp off.
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[Figure 3.3 -X-10 On]
These receiver modules only control the flow of electricity to a device. They are
meant for devices that are either on or off (simple devices). Complex devices,
which can perform many different functions, are usually controlled remotely
using an infrared remote control. The Smart Line X-10 infrared transmitter is
both a receiver and a transmitter. Since it is plugged into an electrical oudet, it
can respond to X-10 signals (i.e. it can receive X-10 signals). The unit can then
transmit the necessary infrared signal to manipulate the complex device (similar
to when the user presses a button on the remote control). The user is therefore
not required to purchase special X-10 compliant appliances (such as televisions
and stereos); Smart Line can workwith existing equipment using infrared control.
There are many other features such as the ones described in the beginning of this
section. For instance, alarm units such as entry alarms, motion sensors, flood and
smoke detectors, and warning sirens add security to the home. Smart Line offers
both X-10 compatible and individual units. Individual units require dedicated
wire since they do not use the X-10 protocol. For instance, Smart Line sells
various video cameras that connect to television sets. Users can then change to a
predetermined channel to view the images from the video camera. Another
example is a phone intercom unit. With a camera at the front door, users can
pick up the
phone and view the visitor standing at the door. The user can even
communicate with them. By pressing a button, the user can unlock the door.
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This device is not X-10 compatible and requires dedicated wiring from the phone
intercom to the camera and door lock.
TouchLinc
Smart Line's TouchLinc is an X-10 compatible user interface unit. It is a small,
console-like unit with a LCD touch-screen. As a stationary standalone unit, it
allows users the ability to control devices using a touch-screen interface. Since it
plugs into an electrical oudet, it can transmit X-10 signals to any X-10 compliant
device. Figure 3.4 illustrates how the Touch Line main menu screen appears.
[Figure 3.4 - TouchLinc stationary unit at mainmenu
screen]2
In 1998, Smart Line's TouchLinc product earned the user-interface "Mark of
Excellence"
award at the Home Automation Association Show and Conference
(Dada). This evidences that touch-screen interfaces are advantageous in home
automation systems. TouchLinc touch-screen interfaces are typically meant for
homes without computers; and since it is easy to use, non-technically-sawy users
can easily learn
how to operate it.
2 Image was extracted from the Smart Line website at
<http://www.smartlinc.com>
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Homeowners can configure up to 16 sub-menus accessible from the main menu
screen. Sub-menus can include various room/area designations or any
controllable device (see Figure 3.5). Room/area designations append another
sub-level to include other controllable devices inside a room or area. Users then
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[Figure 3.5 - TouchLinc
sub-menus]3
SwitchLinc
Smart Line's SwitchLinc product is not a complete home automation system in
and of itself. It is rather a series of components that are available in the Smart
Line system. As described earlier in this section, one method of controlling
devices is by using intermediary X-10 appliance modules. These modules sit in
between a device and an electrical oudet, and either allows or prevents electricity
from flowing to the device.
SwitchLinc is another form of these intermediary units. It is integrated with
common switches that operate lights or other simple devices. Rather than a
separate unit that plugs into an oudet, SwitchLinc units are the switches
themselves that either allow or prevent electricity to the device. These switches
3 Image was extracted from the Smart Line website at
<http://www.smartlinc.com>
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monitor the X-10 signals on the electrical wiring until it receives a signal
meant
for the switch. It then performs the desired task such as turning a light on or off.
Installing SwitchLinc products is not as simple as plugging in a module, then
plugging a device into the module. SwitchLinc requires the installation of wall
switches and bare electrical wiring in the wall, which an electrician usually
performs. It allows the entire home automation system the ability to control
these integrated devices, such as ceiling lights or ceiling fans that do not normally
plug into an oudet.
HouseLinc
Houselinc is a complete home automation system available from Smart Line,
Inc. It is a whole-house system that also includes extra home theater control.
HouseLinc is primarily meant for homes that have a computer, to configure and
operate X-10 compatible devices. Users can control devices direcdy (using a PC
or TouchLinc interface), automatically (using motion sensors or timers), or
remotely (using a radio or infrared remote control). Also, scenes can be
programmed into the HouseLinc system to activate a series of events with one
action.
A main controller unit controls the entire system. This controller performs a
wide variety of functions.
Aside from the ability to control any X-10 device, it
can remember pre-programmed events to trigger at particular times or by sensors.
It is a standalone unit, although it requires PC software to program events.
With a PC, users can design a layout view of their home along with the graphical
status of devices. They can also operate X-10 devices or configure scenes and
timed events into the HouseLinc main controller unit. Combined with voice
recognition software and sound capability on the PC, users can introduce verbal
commands to operate devices.
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Advantages
One of the major advantages of the Smart Line home automation system is that it
is meant for the average homeowner. Since the company targets the average
homeowner, prices for Smart Line products are relatively cheap, unlike Vantage
who targets million dollar homes. Also, Smart Line products have a greater
chance of emerging into our society since they are easy to install and configure.
There are many distinct levels of smart home connectivity. For example,
homeowners can automate only the lights, only a home theater, or they can wire
the entire home. There can be a different number of automated devices using
Smart Line. It is fully customizable and able to provide the necessary features the
user wants.
X-10 devices do not require extra wiring to communicate with other X-10
devices. They send various signals through the home's electrical wiring.
Therefore, X-10 devices simply need to be plugged into an oudet. Also,
appliances and devices connected to the smart home do not need to be X-10
compatible. X-10 interfaces work with existing lights and lamps, televisions and
stereos, and other household appliances.
Smart Line systems have a variety of user interfaces. Users can interact with their
smart home using buttons and switches,
a touch-screen, or their computer. Users
are not limited in the ways they interact with the user interface. They have the
option to choose the best interface for their needs. Also, with sound capability
on a PC and specialized voice recognition software, users can speak verbal




Although the Smart Line system is meant for the average homeowner, more
complex system setups may require a professional to install. Most X-10
intermediary devices, such as an appliance or lamp module, are simple to install;
they simply need to be plugged into an oudet, then the device plugs into the
module. More complex setups, such as the SwitchLinc system (which replaces
in-wall switches), require an electrician and extra cost for the homeowner.
After a trial with voice recognition software (see Voice Recognition, Chapter 5), it
recognized most verbal commands, but not perfectiy. This is considered a
disadvantage, since the software was not able to distinguish various common
terms. For example, upon attempting to add apples to the software's shopping
list, it would recognize "pot
roast"
instead of apples. When attempting to add
pot roast to the shopping list, it would recognize "apples". For the software to
be successful enough for users to continually use the voice interface, the word
recognition needs to be further refined. However, voice recognition technology
is increasingly becoming more accurate, and may eventually become the preferred
method of interaction with smart homes.
The voice recognition aspect of the Smart Line system is only advantageous for
homeowners with a computer. There is no voice feature for the touch-screen
user interface available with the TouchLinc. A voice interface, as already stated
for the Vantage system, allows the user a more convenient way to control
devices. By using verbal commands, users will no longer be limited to interacting
with a controlling unit
(e.g. X-10 transmitter) to operate devices.
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C h ap t e r 4
COMPUTERIZED INTEGRATED SMART HOME SOLUTION
Smart home implementations are designed to integrate household devices and
simplify their control for the user. One of the problems in the home automation
industry is the lack of a universal standard. Many home automation systems are
proprietary or built by a savvy computer user. This section will discuss the
definition and differences between proprietary and standards-based technologies.
The term proprietary refers to something that is owned by someone. Proprietary
technology is typically owned by a single organization, and advances in that
technology is accomplished by this organization. In the context of smart homes,
proprietary companies are individual equipment and service providers offering
smart home solutions that usually require dedicated wire and control units. Smart
home equipment is only offered through the company or a certified local dealer.
An example of a proprietary company is the local electric company. For instance,
suppose your electric meter was located in the basement inside your house. Each
month a representative visits your home to read the meter. This could be
troublesome since you are required to be home when they visit. Suppose you
wanted to move the meter outside to simplify the process. If the electric
company was not proprietary,
you should be able to purchase a new meter at a
local hardware store and either do the work yourself or call an electrician to do
the job. Instead, you must call the local electric company to have them send
someone to install a new meter or move the existing one. The company would
charge you for the meter and/or the labor. In the end, all of the equipment used
in the process is provided from the electric company.
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Other smart home implementations can be home-built as well. Home-built
means that a technically savvy person built the system from scratch using
third-
party equipment. Most of these implementations follow the most popular
standard at the time (standards-based technologies). At the time this thesis was
written, X-10 is such a standard. X-10 is described in more detail in Chapter 6.
Since these home automation systems are home-built, homeowners must
configure and troubleshoot any problems by themselves.
A non-proprietary example is the local telephone company. The telephone
company, in most cities, is responsible for all wires and equipment outside the
home. It is the homeowner's responsibility for any internal wiring and telephone
equipment (unless the homeowner pays the phone company for a service visit).
Suppose you want to install a new telephone jack in a bedroom and add a phone
to that room. You could simply visit a local hardware store, purchase phone
wire, a jack, and a telephone, and then perform the installation. Although this
process is not extremely difficult or complex to perform, users can still do the
work themselves. A service visit from the telephone company is not required,
and third-party (or store bought) telephone equipment complies with a nation
wide telephone standard.
It has already been stated that multiple computers
at home are increasing in our
society. Computers, in general, are also becoming more powerful and can handle
a diverse range of tasks. These tasks can range from simple word processing, to
games with high-quality three-dimensional graphics, to high-bandwidth audio and
video conferencing
services. It is therefore possible to integrate the common
home with a powerful computer, in effect, computerizing it. Although some
home automation systems are not computerized (i.e. a computer is not used), the




The Computerized Integrated Smart Home (CISH) proposes a complete home
automation system where the home is computerized (controlled by a computer)
and integrated with the various aspects of the home. Its goal is to allow the home
to revolve around the user. In other words, the computerized and integrated
home will enhance the homeowner's lifestyle to be more comfortable, simplifying
everyday tasks.
The Computerized Integrated Smart Home is a centralized networked home
automation system that is designed to control most household devices and
appliances. It turns the common home into an advanced smart home that
anyone can use. Using computer-controlled home automation equipment, the
CISH system targets the average user population. It also aspires for complete
societal integration to propel our society into a new way of life.
Although there exists non-computerized home automation solutions, such as the
Vantage system, computers are quickly becoming used for a grand variety of
tasks. This is due to computers becoming more powerful in speed and the
amount of information they can process. The best home automation solution
would be a computerized solution for this reason. Since computers are
integrating themselves so well in our society, it is therefore possible to integrate
the computer into the various functions of the home. The following section will
describe the basic features of a complete CISH system.
4.2 Features
For the purposes of this thesis, I have broken the features of the Computerized
Integrated Smart Home into four areas of functionality: communication, device
control, temperature,
and security. Each of these areas covers a portion of the
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complete smart home system. Combined together, the home is able to revolve
itself around the user to make their life easier.
The primary user interface for this smart home system is a console. User
interfaces and consoles will be further defined and described in the next chapter.
For now, let us assume consoles to be some device with all of the following
capabilities:
some kind of view screen (e.g. LCD screen)
typing capability (e.g. keyboard)
pointing capability (e.g. mouse)
audio/video capabilitywith microphone input
Users interact with the CISH system through these consoles using either a touch
screen or voice-activated user interface. To maximize the method of interaction
between the user and the smart home system, consoles are located in each room
of the home (including bathrooms).
CISH offers various services, activated using the consoles, in the four areas
mentioned above. The homeowner is able to control household devices such as
lights, televisions and stereos, appliances, doors, locks, windows, and curtains. It
is also possible to modify the temperature for the entire home, or for individual
zones within the home. Water temperature for bathtubs and showers is another
possibility for
temperature control.
With an Internet or telephone connection, the homeowner can access email and
the World Wide Web, as well as make and receive phone calls. A video camera
mounted on each console can allow videoconferencing calls. As more home
users become connected to the Internet, and as the Internet itself evolves to allow
faster network communication than at the present time, it will be feasible to
transmit all voice and video calls through the Internet.
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The following sections describe, in detail, the features of the Computerized
Integrated Smart Home in the four areas of functionality. The next two chapters
will discuss methods of connectivity, as well as hardware and software issues.
4.2.1 Communication
Communication is an important aspect of the Computerized Integrated Smart
Home, since human beings are known to be social. There are two kinds of
communication with this system: internal and external communication. Internal
communication is obviously within the home, and external communication is
how the user communicates outside the home. This communications subsystem
allows the homeowner to communicate with CISH itself, other users within the
home, and other people outside the home.
Activating CISH
To communicate with CISH, the user says an exclamation word to catch its
attention. This exclamation could simply be
"Computer!!"
or it could be some
other word. The user could either speak it direcdy into a console microphone or
it could be spoken anywhere in the room. The nearest console, usually the one in
the same room the user is located in, would pick up the exclamation. The smart
home system should also be able to differentiate whether the user is attempting to
communicate with it, or is simply using the word in a sentence. This exclamation
is followed by what the user wants the computer to do.
The user also has the ability to activate CISH by physically interacting with the
console. Using a keyboard, mouse, or
touch-screen interface, the user can
communicate their desires. The smart home is therefore not limited to
voice-
only communication;
users can interactwith the system in a variety ofways.
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Internal Communication
Internal communication allows users to direcdy communicate with anyone or
access any device inside the home. Communicating with people inside the home
is similar to the common intercom; however, it is taken a step further. For
example, using the console, someone in the kitchen could contact another person
in the upstairs bedroom. Since there are consoles in each room, this task is easy
to accomplish. Also, each console has video capability, so the user can
videoconference with other consoles.
If a mini-console (only a microphone, speaker, and possibly a video camera) were
located outside the home near the front door, anyone inside could communicate
with visitors outside. With a video camera, the user can view the person standing
out there. The user inside the home should also be able to unlock and open the
door from any console to allow the visitor in.
External Communication
External communication permits the user inside the home access to the outside
world. It can include regular telephone service, videoconferencing, and Internet
access. The main server PC, which is the backbone of CISH, can direcdy
connect to a phone line and an Internet Service Provider (ISP). Since the main
server PC is internetworked to consoles within the home, each console can
individually initiate a phone call, as well as access the Internet.
A phone line, however, is not the only means of external communication. With
the introduction of high-speed Internet access (e.g. cable modems and DSL), the
main server can also connect to an ISP. A high-speed connection provides
greater network speed, which is required for videoconference calls.
There are two kinds of calls that can be made using CISH. A homeowner, for
example, could
call their neighbor using audio only (similar to a regular
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telephone). With an Internet connection, the user can either call a regular
telephone (audio-only) or videoconference with someone. From any console the
user can also check email and visit web sites.
4.2.2Device Control
Device control is one of the major advantages of a home automation system.
The basis of home automation is the centralized control of multiple household
devices for the homeowner's convenience. Smart homes can even allow the
homeowner to control features of the home remotely.
Devices can include a large array of appliances, machines, tools, and gadgets.
Household devices can be manipulated in a wide variety of ways. For instance,
they could utilize buttons, levers, or knobs to control various features. Remote
controls add an extra layer of simplicity and complexity to a device. They are
simpler in that they minimize buttons on the device itself, and the user can
control it from some distance away. They become more complex because since
there are less buttons on the device itself, the user must learn how to properly use
the remote control. Also, if the remote control were misplaced, there would be
fewer features the user could access. The user could not fully control the device
until the remote control is found.
Simple Devices
Simple devices are ones that remain in one of two states, usually on or off. They
include lights, doors, locks, windows, and shades. Each of these devices is always
either on or off, or open or closed.
Controlling these devices is easy
since there are only two states. There are two
methods of control for simple devices. One method sends a unique signal to
turn the device on, and another
unique signal turns it off. Depending on the
signal received, the
device can switch back and forth between the two states. The
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other method involves the presence or absence of an electrical signal. There are
two versions to this technique called fail safe and fail secure. Fail safe keeps the
device on as long as a signal is present, while the absence of the signal will turn it
off. Fail secure works the opposite way. The device is on during the absence of
a signal, and turns offwhen a signal is received.
Good examples of simple devices are lights and door locks. For a light, the
presence of a signal illuminates the light (i.e. the presence of electricity would
keep the light on). This is an example of a fail safe device. When the signal
disappears, the light goes off. Similarly, the absence of a signal in a door lock
keeps it locked (fail secure). When electricity is applied to the door lock, the door
is unlocked.
Manual overrides are useful in both environments, although it is mosdy useful for
fail secure devices. For example, suppose the power goes out in the entire home.
Since there is no electricity flowing through wires, the door locks remain locked.
In the event of an emergency, there must be a way to unlock the door (to
override the fail secure lock). These devices should therefore contain some sort
of manual override (e.g. a knob to physically turn to unlock the lock), so that
people inside can still get outside.
Complex Devices
Complex devices are ones that can remain in various states, and are more
complex to use. They include televisions, telephones, VCRs, radios/stereos,
stoves, and
bathtubs/showers. They typically require human interaction to
operate.
Controlling complex devices is more
difficult because there are more functions
these devices can perform. Remote controls having several buttons or knobs
usually accompany
complex devices. Many signals are used to operate the
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devices themselves. For example, a stereo would use separate signals to turn it on
and off, change the volume, navigate radio stations, and play tapes and compact
discs.
Home automation systems must consider the number and variety of signals used
to control a complex device. The presence or absence of a signal no longer
applies to these devices. Although producing these control signals is not
extremely difficult to accomplish, the process of learning and configuring which
signals control different features is tedious.
4.2.3 Temperature
Temperature within the home is important to the homeowner because it
establishes a fundamental comfort level at home. A comfortable person is one
whose surrounding temperature is such that he or she does not feel too warm or
too cold. The amount of comfort someone feels at a particular time can affect a
variety of emotions, moods, performance or energy levels, and even productivity.
It is imperative that the temperature inside the structure is comfortable enough to
allow people to relax and be content.
The Computerized Integrated Smart Home offers three kinds of temperature
configurations: house temperature, zone temperature, and water temperature.
Each configuration modifies the temperature of either the entire house, a portion
of the house, or the water temperature.
House Temperature
The house temperature is defined as the average temperature within the entire
home. This temperature could be measured in a couple ofways. One method is
to average the temperatures in all the individual rooms. The result would be the
temperature for the entire home. The other method is to designate a thermostat
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in a chosen room, such as the living room, to use its temperature to measure the
house temperature.
Averaging room temperatures is more accurate than the second method because
it considers the individual temperatures in each room. Figure 4.1 depicts an
example of a home where the house temperature is the average of each room. In
this example, all of the rooms have a temperature of 77 degrees Fahrenheit.
Averaging the numbers is simple since each room has the same temperature.









[Figure 4.1 - House Temperature Example]
Zone Temperature
Temperatures within the home can also be separated into individual zones.
Zones divide the home into one or more rooms that have the same temperature.
Zone temperatures could even differ from the average house temperature, and
allows the homeowner to customize the comfort
















[Figure 4.2 - Zone Temperature Example #1]
An example of a zone could be one entire floor of a home. Each floor would be
its own distinct zone. Figure 4.2 above depicts this type of zone configuration.
In this example, the second floor is designated as a zone set to 82 degrees
Fahrenheit. This configuration allows the rooms on the first floor to have a
different temperature than the second floor zone. Thus, the average temperature
of the entire home and zone temperature can differ.













[Figure 4.3 - Zone Temperature Example #2]
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Figure 4.3 shows another example of zone temperatures. Rather than selecting
an entire floor as a zone, the zone could simply be one room. This example
assigns the living room as a zone. Other rooms are not affected by changes in
this zone's temperature. The second floor zone remains at 82 degrees, while the
den and kitchen are set to 77 degrees. All of these rooms, including the living
room, are averaged to produce a 78.2-degree house temperature. The zone
temperature, in this example, is the living room set to 73 degrees.
Please note that there may be limitations in house design or in the heating system
that could prevent such fine-grained configurability in house temperature control.
In these configurations then, only a house temperature may be sufficient.
Water Temperature
Water temperature within the home can also be modified on a per-user level.
Typical devices that use water include sinks, washing machines, bathtubs, and
showers. The water temperature for each of these devices is configurable on
command.
A good example ofwater temperature modification is the common shower. The
user should be able to tell the home automation system to start the shower at a
particular temperature. It is convenient and efficient for users since they do not
need to slowly adjust the
temperature using knobs. With consoles located all
over the home, the user should be able to configure the shower, from any room,
to start with warm water. They can then leisurely walk into the bathroom and the
shower will be already waiting for
them.
4.2.4 Security
Security is the most important
factor in home automation systems. It is essential
to protect the homeowner's possessions and keep unauthorized visitors (e.g.
burglars) out. It is also
important to limit access to certain users within the home.
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There are two kinds of security in home automation systems: internal and
external security.
Internal Security
In the context of the Computerized Integrated Smart Home, internal security
refers to who can control devices inside the home. Since the homeowner may
not be the only user of the smart home, controlling access control to particular
household devices is important. The homeowner may not want everyone in the
home to have access to all devices; the homeowner may want to limit access to
certain devices.
Internal security can apply to those living in the home, or to guests visiting the
home. Suppose the CISH system is installed in a house with four users (two
adults and two children). Obviously the two adults will have a greater variety of
access to devices than the children. For instance, the adults should be able to
modify house and zone temperatures at their discretion. The children may have
limited access, or no access at all.
Another issue with internal security is privacy. If consoles around the home have
video cameras installed, it is easy to spy on someone in another room. This is
partially solved since consoles initiating an
"intercom"
connection to another
console must first receive an acknowledgement from the destination console to
begin communication. In other words, the user must accept a video intercom
from another console in the home. There should also be a way to temporarily
"disable"
the console, so that no one can connect to it. A console can be in a
private state, meaning it will
not accept any intercom or external calls unless it is
an emergency.
Guests visiting the
home should have extremely limited access, or no access at all
to any device.
The homeowner can designate which devices visitors can freely
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use, and the devices they are prohibited to operate. For instance, guests should
not be able to initiate long distance telephone calls without the homeowner's
prior permission.
Another type of internal security is device-command modification or
configuration. Only primary users can change which devices respond to
particular commands. For instance, children and guests should not be able to
configure the smart home to change temperature zones or change how the
system recognizes room names and devices.
Enforcing internal security is important to ensure that only authorized users are
granted access to modify certain aspects of the smart home. There are a few
ways to accomplish this. One method simply requires a password. A user would
enter the password into a console, and can then modify the smart home (e.g.
smart home commands, devices designations, or other configurations). Another
method would involve the use of facial recognition. This technology can identify
users to determine access levels. Facial recognition will be further described in
the next chapter.
External Security
External security refers to who can gain access to the home from outside. It is
important because the homeowner only wants authorized people to gain access
to the home. The home automation system should allow entry for authorized
people, and deny entry for unauthorized people. Smart homes need to first
identify the user, and then determine whether he or she is an authorized person.
At the present time, there are home security systems that monitor doors and
windows. An infrared or magnetic sensor attaches to the door or window, and
another on a stationary area
on the nearby wall. When the two sensors are in
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proximity to each other, the circuit is closed (meaning, the door or window is
closed). When the door or window opens, the circuit is broken.
There are two methods of external security. One method monitors the home
when the user is not at home (using the process described above). Home
automation systems can easily implement this method. They could monitor all
exterior entry points and activate some kind of alarm (whether silent or audible)
when any of these points is compromised.
The other method either allows or denies a user entry into the home. In today's
society, access to the home is accomplished with a key to unlock a door lock.
Numeric keypads are also used to gain entry. Since the Computerized Integrated
Smart Home is able to control doors and their locks, there must be added
security measures to ensure that authorized users are the only ones who can
unlock and open a door.
Door locks come in a variety of styles. They include bolted locks, doorknob
locks, keyless locks (which use a short-range radio signal similar to a garage door
opener), and keypad locks. To integrate these locks with the CISH system, a
smaller version of a console with limited functionality could be installed near each
door. Users would then be required to interact with this "home access
console"
to gain entry to the home.
There are several ways to interact with these exterior consoles. One way requires
the user to enter a password, either using a spoken word or phrase, or using a
touch-screen. Other methods include voice recognition (which analyzes the
user's voice pattern to determine a user's identity), and facial recognition (which
analyzes facial features to determine their identity). Any combination of these
methods (key, keypad, voice and facial recognition) can allow authorized users
entry into the home, and
prevent others from entering. The next chapter will
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describe, in more detail, console interaction as well as voice and facial recognition
technologies.
4.3 Console-Server Interaction
The interaction between the main server computer and remote consoles is
important because it defines the unique functionality that the Computerized
Integrated Smart Home offers over other home automation systems. The
following sections will describe in detail the roles of the main server and consoles.
It will also outline the interaction between these devices, since it is unique to the
complete CISH system. However, the application of the main server and
consoles in a practical CISH solution will be further discussed in Chapter 7.
4.3.1Main Server
Currendy available home automation systems allow the computer (PC) control of
household devices such as lights, audio/video systems, and other appliances.
Some utilize the X-10 protocol, while others use proprietary technology.
Depending on the actual system setup, a PC typically connects to the home
automation "network", or the shared medium in which command signals are sent
to household devices. The PC is then able to transmit these commands to
operate and manipulate these devices.
The main server is a computer that controls all household devices. It is
responsible for transmitting the appropriate command signals to operate devices.
It is also aware of the status of devices, whether they are on or off, open or
closed, or some other
type of status (such as radio station, temperature, etc.).
The server can use any variety of home
automation technology to control
devices. In other words, it can utilize the X-10 protocol as well as other potential
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transmission technologies. The function of the main server, in the context of
controlling devices, is to simply get the job done.
Through an Internet connection, the main server has the ability to share
information about itself or the devices it controls. Remote users can then
manipulate and operate devices within the home. This is advantageous for the
traveling homeowner, or if the homeowner is away from the home. Users can
view the status of devices, turn lights on and off, or view video cameras placed
around the home to make sure their home is secure.
Ideally, users themselves should not access the main server. The CISH system
identifies the concept of consoles to act as the primary user interface. It is these
consoles that communicate with the main server. Users would interact with the
console, which would decode and transmit to the server what the user is
requesting, and the server would then complete the task.
4.3.2 Consoles
Consoles are the units that users primarily use when interacting with the CISH
system. They are typically devices with various features and capabilities, such as a
touch-screen, typing capability, and multimedia
capability. Specific details
describing console features can be found in the next chapter.
Consoles should ultimately be installed
in each room of the home, although the
system will work with minimally one console. However, in each room of the
home, consoles maximize ease of use and the user's ability to interact with their
home and the devices contained within. They also allow the home to be split into
its various rooms.
The room that consoles are located in identifies the console from others. For
example, consoles
can be designated names such as "Kitchen console", "Living
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room console", "Upstairs bathroom console", or "Master bedroom console".
Consoles can also have any number of alternate names in case the homeowner




The Computerized Integrated Smart Home, as a complete system, is voice
enabled. This means that users can introduce verbal commands to the system to
perform any number of functions. Consoles, in this context, must be voice
enabled as well. They must be able to decode what the user is requesting and
pass an appropriate message to the main server, which would carry out the task.
4.3.3 Server Interaction with Console
The main server acts as an intermediary unit between the consoles. It handles
console requests to operate devices, initiates an internal or external
communications link, and provides a broadband Internet connection. The server
is aware of every existing console, as well as their locations and the various
services they offer (e.g. video and audio).
Since consoles are located in each room, the main server can recognize the user's
location within the home. A major advantage to this feature is that the user does
not need to explicitiy identify the room they are in. For example, if the user
approaches a console in the kitchen and instructs it to turn the lights on (e.g.
"Computer!! Turn the lights on!"), the server will illuminate the kitchen. The
user does not need to explicitiy instruct CISH as to which lights to turn on.
Devices can also have the same name if they are located in different rooms. This
is because the CISH system differentiates device names from the rooms they are
located in. For example, the server could distinguish the bedroom television
from the living room television. Both
devices are named "television"; however,
they are located in
the rooms named
"bedroom"
and "living room", respectively.
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4.3.4 Console Interaction with Server
Consoles are constantiy interacting with the server. They do not know the
various devices that are installed or that can be operated. They simply decode the
user's verbal request into some CISH system-understandable message, and
forward it to the server. The server would then make sure the device exists, as
well as determine the protocols and addresses it uses (e.g. X-10 address). If the
device exists, the server would transmit the necessary signals to carry out the
requested task. If there were no such device, the server would notify the console,
which would then notify the user.
Since consoles can communicate with other consoles (i.e. internal
communication), they must use the main server as an intermediary to initiate the
connection. Consoles must interact with the main server to find out which other
consoles exist, as well as find out their network address. The server could then
allow the console to initiate some connection sequence to the destination console
to begin communication (whether audio-only or audio/video).
4.3.5Console-ServerExistence Issues
It is important for the main server to know which consoles exist, and whether
they are present on the
network. It is also important for the consoles to know if
the server is available and present on the network. There must exist some
procedure to notify consoles and
the main server that each is working properly.
For example, each console can periodically send a message to the server notifying
it that the console is there (e.g. a ping). The server then looks in its internal
database to determine if it knows information about the console. If it does, the
server replies with an acknowledgment, informing the console that the server
indeed knows about the console. This acknowledgement also cleverly informs
the console that the server is functioning and available on the network. If the
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server cannot find the console in its database, it replies with a message requesting
that the console register itself. The console would then send relevant information
such as its network address, console name, any alternate names, location, and
available services (video and audio).
There are two advantages to this ping method. Consoles can ensure the server is
working and present on the network, and the server can ensure consoles are on
the network. If the console does not receive an acknowledgment from the
server, it can assume that either the server is down or the console lost its network
connection. Likewise, if the server is expecting a ping from a console after a
specified time range, and it does not receive one, the server can assume that
either the console is down or the server possibly lost its network connection.
The consoles and server could then notify the homeowner to handle the
situation.
Another advantage is that consoles can automatically register themselves with the
server, with little user intervention. This can be referred to as console
auto-
discovery. For example, suppose the homeowner purchases a new console to
install in a room that does not already have one. The homeowner must first
connect the console to the network so that it can communicate with the main
server. The homeowner must then configure the console (such as enter the
console name, its location, and the server's network address). Once the
CISH-
specific console software has the necessary information, it starts sending ping
messages to the server. The server, according to the procedure described above,
would check its internal database to find that this console is not registered with it.






The acceptance of a common user interface is another problem that the home
automation industry faces. The method in which the homeowner interacts with
the smart home system is extremely important if smart homes are to be widely
accepted in our society. Today, most household devices and appliances each
have their own distinct user interface. For example, a light switch in the kitchen
controls the kitchen light. The bedroom light, likewise, is activated by another
switch in the bedroom. The television and stereo are both controlled by their
own respective remote controls, or by buttons on the units themselves. Home
automation systems alleviate the complexity of controlling multiple devices and
appliances by providing a "universal
interface"
to control everything.
The Computerized Integrated Smart Home attempts to provide such a universal
interface. It offers the concept of a console, which controls all aspects of the
home automation system. Consoles are intended to be installed in each room of
a home, to maximize ease of use and the ability to control devices. From any of
these consoles, users can easily interact with the CISH system. Smaller versions
of consoles (i.e. mini-consoles), with limited functionality, can also be located
near exterior doors.
5.1 What is a Console?
Most currendy
available home automation systems, such as the ones described in
Chapter 3, offer stationary user interfaces typically located near a common area.
Common areas could include the kitchen counter, living room sofa, the favorite
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chair in the den, or any other designated location. They can be wired or wireless
touch-screen or button interfaces that the user interacts with to control devices.
The Computerized Integrated Smart Home solution adds more functionality to
these touch-screen and button interfaces. Since there are many functions that the
CISH system can provide, the interface must be able to control each of these
functions with ease. Consoles provide this common user interface that allow the
user the ability to control every feature of the CISH system.
User Interaction
Users interact with consoles using a variety of interfaces. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, consoles have the following capabilities:
some kind ofview screen (e.g. LCD screen)
typing capability (e.g. keyboard)
pointing capability (e.g. mouse)
audio/video capability with microphone input
Based on these capabilities, some likely console candidates are: a desktop PC, a
laptop PC, or a separate wall or desk-mounted unit. Each of these capabilities
makes the console an independent command station to control the four areas of
functionality: communication, device control, temperature, and security.
View Screen
The view screen or display provides feedback for the user. It allows the user to
visually see how they
are interacting with the smart home. For example, the view
screen can provide a layout view of one's home, along with the status of devices
that can be manipulated by the smart home system. This is convenient because
the user is able to see all of the devices and their locations in the home. The user
can then operate any
device that the smart home can control. The view screen
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also allows users the ability to surf the Internet, read email or news, and
videoconference.
Typing Capability
Typing capability is important for the communications aspect of CISH. It is
important for users to be able to enter text into the console, whether they are
typing an email or memo, or other form of word processing. Consoles can
provide this capability in three ways: a wired keyboard, wireless keyboard, or
virtual keyboard. A physical keyboard can connect to the console. Connectivity
could either be wired or wireless (radio or infrared). The keyboard would need to
attach and detach from the console to provide maximum mobility and ease of use
for the user. A virtual keyboard requires a touch-screen, since the keyboard is
virtually displayed on the screen. Touching the keys on the screen would
produce the desired text. Through the use of the console keyboard, users can
now enter text to perform any variety of tasks.
Pointing Capability
Computers today use a pointing device called a mouse. There
are various
features users can do with mice. For example, the mouse allows the user to
control an on-screen pointer to select text, choose action items such as buttons,
follow Internet links, and move items (or icons) around the screen. Pointing
capability on
consoles can be accomplished using a physical mouse connected via
wire or wireless, or by a touch-screen. The wired or wireless mouse can detach
from the console for use, then reattach when the user is done. A touch-screen
mouse is helpful because the user can simply move their finger across the screen
to select, or touch the
screen to click. Touch-screen pointing capability is
especially
helpful with on-screen virtual keyboards as well, since the user can
touch the screen to enter text.
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Audio /Video Capability
Multimedia plays a key role in today's technologically wired society. It involves
various forms of media to convey information. In its most general form,
multimedia encompasses both audio and video to deliver information content to
users. The Internet, for example, is increasingly becoming more interactive, with
high-quality images, video, and sound. Consoles should be able to support
multimedia interactivity.
To accomplish this, consoles must include some kind of audio and video
capability. Audio capability can easily be achieved by using ordinary speakers and
a microphone. Speakers provide audio feedback for the user, such as an
incoming call or email, or music and sound. The microphone allows the user the
ability to speak into the console. Microphones are mainly useful with
voice-
command interfaces so that the user can easily manipulate CISH features using
their natural voice. Video capability is already achieved with the view screen.
With both audio and video abilities, consoles can now deliver multimedia to
provide features such as video conferencing, as well as be able to respond to
voice commands.
5.2 Possible Console Solutions
Keeping in mind the four console capabilities
described above, there is currendy
no non-PC implementation that combines all of these features without adding
extra equipment. In other words, there is no physical console unit, aside from a
computer, that
provides touch-screen, typing, pointing, and audio/video
capability. There are, however, a few possible console solutions that come close.
With few modifications to these commercial devices, they could potentially
become the best solution for the Computerized Integrated Smart Home.
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NetPliance I-Opener
The NetPliance I-Opener product is an Internet appliance that provides several
features. Costing $99 for the device itself (plus $21.95 per month for Internet
service), it is a simple solution for Internet connectivity at home. A 56Kbps
dial-
up connection connects the I-Opener to NetPliance's Internet Service Provider.
Users can access email and web pages, as well as instant information channels, a
web guide, and Internet shopping.
[Figure 5.1 - NetPliance
I-Opener]4
Hardware
The I-Opener includes the following hardware specifications:
10-inch flat panel LCD screen operating at an 800x600 screen resolution
not touch sensitive
full-size keyboard and integrated pointing device tucks under the device
built-in 56Kbps v.90 modem
parallel port for printer, PS/2 port for keyboard, USB port for expansion
built-in speaker and microphone
200MHz x86 processor, 32MB RAM, 16MB Flash RAM




At the present time, this console will not work properly with the Computerized
Integrated Smart Home. With several tweaks to the I-Opener device, there is a
possibility for it to become a viable solution. Although users are currendy limited
to use NetPliance's Internet Service Provider, a USB network card can be
installed to work with a broadband network provider. If the device were to
include touch-screen capability as well, there is an increased chance of the
I-
Opener becoming a possible CISH console solution. It is cheap enough for users
to purchase many of these units to install in each room of the home, to increase
user interaction with the smart home.
QuBit Technology WebTablet
The QuBitWebTablet is another Internet-capable tablet device that differs from
the I-Opener in several aspects. The device splits into two units: the cradle base
that houses a 10-Base-T network port and a telephone port, and the tablet that
communicates wirelessly with the cradle. QuBit plans to release theirWebTablet
in the summer of 2000 at the targeted price of $399.
Users have the option of using a variety of network service providers, or Internet
providers. The network ports on the cradle can support dial-up or DSL via the
telephone port, or a cable modem or LAN connection via the 10-Base-T port.
Users can then read email and surf web pages using the wireless infrared
keyboard or stylus on the touch-screen.
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[Figure 5.2 - QuBit
WebTablet]5
Hardware
The QuBitWebTablet includes the following hardware specifications:
flat panel LCD screen operating at an 800x600 screen resolution
touch-screen capability
size and shape of a magazine (approximately 2 pounds)
full-size wireless infrared keyboard tucks into device cradle
built-in stereo speakers and microphone
USB port
cradle connects to a network via 56Kbps modem, DSL router or modem,
cable modem, or LAN
cradle communicates with portable console unit via wireless radio
operating
system currendy supports BeLA (Be Internet Appliance OS),
and Linux OS (late 2000 or early 2001)




QuBit's WebTablet has many advantages that make it come close to a CISH
console solution. The touch-screen, stylus, keyboard, and built-in stereo speakers
and microphone allow this console the ability to provide many of the capabilities
previously described. Since it already has network capability as well, these units
can easily network to a CISH server.
Another major advantage is the support of a familiar operating system. It
currendy supports the Be Internet Appliance Operating System (BeLA OS), and
will eventually expand to support the well-known Linux OS. This means that
software can be easily customized for this unit. USB support also allows it to be
versatile with a diverse range of peripherals that can connect to it. Ultimately, this
device closely fits the needs and capabilities of a CISH console.
SharpMobilon TripadPV-6000
Sharp Electronics Corporation is another company offering a device that can
potentially be used as a CISH console. Already available from the company, the
$999 Mobilon Tripad PV-6000 is a mobile handheld computer running the
Windows CE 2.1 operating system. Since it uses a popular operating system for
mobile devices, the Mobilon Tripad is bundled with common software packages
such as Microsoft Pocket
"Office"
applications (Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
Access, Outiook, and Internet Explorer).
There are a large variety of external devices that can be used with the Tripad.
With an infrared port, serial port, a PC card slot, and a compact flash slot, it is
easy to extend
the Tripad's capabilities by adding various peripheral devices. For
example, users can use the
built-in 33.6Kbps modem to connect to an Internet
Service Provider. They can also install a network card in the PC card slot for
LAN or cable modem network service.
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[Figure 5.3 - SharpMobilon Tripad
PV-6000]6
Hardware
The following list outlines theMobilon Tripad PV-6000 hardware specifications:
9.4-inch flat panel LCD screen operating at a 640x480 screen resolution
touch-screen capability with stylus
12-hour battery for portable use
full-size integrated keyboard lies under LCD screen in closed position
built-in speaker and microphone
built-in 33.6Kbps modem
infrared and serial port
1 Type-II PCMCIA card slot and 1 compact flash slot
1 6MB memory
Microsoft Windows CE 2.1 Professional Edition Operating System
Console Possibility
Although the features for this device are valuable and offer much functionality, it
is a relatively expensive
device for a console solution. Since the CISH system
specifies that consoles be located in each room of the home, even a small home




implementation could become costiy. It is, however, useful as a standalone
portable handheld computer.
5.3 Voice Recognition
"Voice or speech recognition is the ability of a machine or
program to receive and interpret dictation, or to understand




Voice recognition translates the analog pattern of speech into the digital form of
text. A computer or program can then process the text. Since the process in
which voice recognition technology translates speech into text is highly complex,
this section will only focus on how the computer can use the already processed
text in the context ofhome automation.
Importance ofVoice Communication
Voice communication is especially important in our society; it defines one of the
most fundamental levels of communicating with others. It allows people the
ability to convey words and
messages amongst each other. Speech is also a
natural ability, usually learned before reading and writing.
As computers become more powerful, our desire to make computers behave
more like humans also increases. It is envisioned that speech will become the
most commonly used
interface between computers and users. People will be able
to communicate with computers similar to how they communicate with other
people (Zue).
Since the voice is one of the basic forms of communication, it should be possible
for smart homes to understand human speech. Smart homes should be able to
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accept voice commands so that users can easily interact with their home. It also
allows the smart home to converse with the user at his or her most rudimentary
understanding level, speech.
VoiceRecognitionArchitectures
The home automation system typically relies on a voice recognition subsystem to
perform the analog to digital conversion. The subsystem passes the text back to
the home automation system for processing. Processing the text determines what
the user wants the system to do. There are two kinds of voice recognition
architectures that perform this text processing: literal meaning and artificial
intelligence.
LiteralMeaning
Literal meaning voice recognition in smart homes refers to the existence of a
verbal command syntax. The smart home would only recognize certain
command words and sentences. In other words, there is a limited number of
ways a user can portray what he or she wants the smart home to do.
The best explanation of literal meaning voice recognition is through an example.
Suppose the user wants the current time. There are several ways to phrase the
sentence needed to retrieve the time. For example, the user would first catch the
computer's attention by speaking
"Computer!!"
The user would then ask the
computer for the current time. Any of the following phrases is sufficient:
. "What time is
it?"
. "Tell me the
time."
"What is the current
time?"
The computer would respond with the current time. The problem with literal
meaning
architectures is the variety of ways to say what the user wants. In the
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example above, there are at least three sentences to retrieve the time. The
computer must literally understand the combination ofwords used to form those
sentences. In other words, the computer will only understand the three phrases
above to respond with the time. If there were a fourth way to ask for the time,
the computer would not recognize it properly unless it were included in a list of
available recognizable sentences. The HAL 2000 voice recognition program
(described below) is a software example that uses the literal meaning architecture.
Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence voice recognition refers to the ability for the smart home to
understand the meaning of what the user wants it to do. Rather than a specific
set of verbal commands that the smart home can recognize, the voice recognition
subsystem analyzes the speech grammatically to determine the desired command.
There is a little guesswork in this architecture since the system must figure out the
meaning of the spoken sentence.
Revisiting the example mentioned above, there is no list of available recognizable
phrases that the computer understands. When the user requests the current time,
the system analyzes the grammatical structure of the spoken sentence. The
computer then determines the meaning of the sentence (retrieve the current
time). The user could therefore phrase the sentence in a number ofways, and the
computer ultimately determines the
meaning.
The artificial intelligence term for voice recognition is somewhat misleading.
Artificial intelligence does not imply that the computer has a mind of its own, and
can consequendy have a
conversation with the user. In the context of voice
recognition architectures, artificial
intelligence simply refers to the ability to
extract the desired task from what the user says to the computer. It is the
underlying
guesswork involved in revealing what the user wants the computer to
do. The voice recognition system that the Spoken Language Systems group
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researches (described below) is an example that uses the artificial intelligence
architecture.
HAL 2000
Home Automated Living, LLC, is a Laurel, Maryland based corporation that
provides voice-controlled home and home office software. Their software
integrates the control of household devices such as lights, climate control,
telephone, security, home theater, and Internet access. Devices can be controlled
using their PC-based software program, HAL 2000. Figure 5.4 displays the main
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[Figure 5.4 - HAL 2000 Configuration
Screen]7
HAL 2000 controls household devices using the X-10 protocol (described in
Chapter 6), as well as other proprietary protocols. It receives spoken input and
'
Image was extracted from the HAL 2000
website at <http://www.homeautomatedliving.com>, and can
also be found in the software (HAL 2000
main configuration screen).
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transmits the appropriate signal (e.g. X-10 signal via the electrical wiring) to the
desired device. An advantage to using HAL 2000 with the X-10 protocol is that
there is no extra wiring needed to interconnect devices.
Aside from the ability to control household devices, the software also includes
services such as a grocery list, weather information, stock quotes, television
listings, and local traffic information. Users can obtain a wide variety of
information by presenting HAL 2000 with queries. However, these queries must
follow a specific format so that the system will understand the user.
HAL 2000 uses the literal meaning voice recognition architecture. When the user
wants to interact with the system, they must present their query in a certain way.
For example, if the user wants the current time, they must say, "What time is
it?"
There are no other ways of phrasing this query so that the system would
understand the user. The user cannot say, "Tell me the
time"
or, "What is the
current
time?"
There is only one way to ask the system for the time.
Another example is the grocery list. Upon opening the grocery list (users must
open and close each function area individually), users can add grocery items,
delete grocery items, or hear the entire grocery list. When adding items to the
grocery list, the user must say, "Remind me to
buy..."
followed by the items to
add. Again, there are no other ways of phrasing this task. There are other
sentences the user can say to add grocery items. For example, the following
sentences, although correcdy phrased to add grocery items, will not be recognized
by HAL 2000:
"Remind me to get. . .
"
"Add to the grocery list. .
"Add ... to the grocery
list."
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The HAL 2000 software program is primarily meant for homes that want a
simple user interface. It does have, however, a rather steep learning curve
because users must learn the proper syntax of phrasing the queries that the
system can understand.
SpokenLanguage Systems
Spoken Language Systems is a research group located at the Laboratory for
Computer Science at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Their goal is to
create technology that allows everyone the ability to interact with computers
using natural spoken language ("MIT: Spoken Language Systems").
Conversational interfaces are one of their research areas, among others such as
various algorithms that grammatically break down spoken sentences.
The voice recognition technology that the research group explores allows
computers the ability to understand the meaning of what the user is speaking
(artificial intelligence). They empower the computer to perform five
simultaneous real-time functions. These functions are represented in the order in
which a
"conversation"
takes place between the user and the computer.
The computer first performs speech recognition. It converts human speech into
a text sentence of distinct words. The system then performs language
understanding, which grammatically breaks the sentence down into parts, and
thoroughly analyzes its
meaning. The computer accesses any available resources
(e.g. the Internet) to obtain the necessary information based on the meaning
representation ofwhat the user wants. Language generation is then performed to
build appropriate response sentences that present the desired information.
Finally, speech synthesis converts the text into computer-generated speech that
the user can audibly
understand ("WhatWe Do").
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These five functions are combined in a system that the Spoken Language Systems
group developed. Their system is called Galaxy, and is composed of the five
functions above, as well as domain servers that provide information such as
weather forecasts, airline information, a city and restaurant guide, vehicle
classified ads, and a Web information service. Users can query any of these
servers using plain-English sentences, and receive a spoken or displayed response.
Figure 5.5 illustrates a typical
"conversation"
with the computer using Galaxy.
[Figure 5.5 - Galaxy
Architecture]8
This section will not necessarily describe how the voice recognition subsystem
determines the meaning of sentences. However, it is an extremely interesting and
promising design that should be explored. It is therefore suggested that the
reader explores the web site of Spoken Language Systems, specifically the web
page that discusses this method in greater detail.
Application ofVoiceRecognition for CISH
Applying voice recognition to the Computerized Integrated Smart Home should
not prove to be a difficult task. It is clear that the artificial intelligence scheme for
voice recognition is the preferred choice for CISH, due to the large variety of
8 Image was extracted from the Spoken Language Systems website at <http://www.sls.lcs.mit.edu>
9 This information can be found in the section "Language Understanding
-
Tina"




tasks the system can perform. If it were to implement the literal meaning
architecture, the system would require a vast list of possible ways to form the
sentences needed to perform each task. Including all possibilities will make this
list very large and would require a powerful computer to process it all. Artificial
intelligence architectures allow the system to determine the meaning of the
sentence, so that the system knows what the user wants. It is easier to create a
"conversational interface", similar to the research performed at the Spoken
Language Systems group.
5.4 Facial Recognition
Facial recognition technology entails the ability to accurately distinguish
individuals using facial features. It can determine the identity of a given
individual from a database of known individuals. There are many applications for
facial recognition, varying from government to commercial uses. The underlying
technology used in facial recognition is called biometric identification.
Biometric IdentiGcation
"Biometric identification refers to identifying an individual
based on his or her distinguishing physiological andI'or




Biometric identifiers are intended to be unique for each person, similar to a
fingerprint. When a new face is entered into the database of users, various facial
features are recorded. Features can include eyes, eyebrows, nose, lips, and chin
shape, as well as the
spatial relationships between these features. All of this data
is considered the individual's biometric identifier (or faceprint). The faceprint is
designed to be resistant to changes in lighting, skin tone, facial hair, hairstyle,
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eyeglasses, and expression. This makes biometric identification a powerful tool
to identify people.
Importance and Usage
Facial recognition technology in home automation is especially important in
identifying and authenticating users. It has a large security advantage, since users
cannot lose their facial identity as they can lose a key or access card. The
technology is fairly accurate to identify a variety of different people.
Applying facial recognition technology is relatively simple. A video camera
mounted near a door or access point monitors the immediate area until it
recognizes the presence of a face. It then takes a snapshot of the individual's
face, and compares it to its database of known users. The search returns a list of
possible matches, and a percentage of how well the face relates to the database
faceprint. Depending on how likely the match is, the user is either granted or
denied access.
An example of using facial
recognition technology is at the main entry point of
the home. A video camera mounted near the door can monitor the immediate
area. When someone approaches the door, the camera takes a snapshot of the
visitor. The home automation system then compares the faceprint with its
internal database of known users, and either identifies the person as an authorized
user, or notifies
someone inside that a person is there (or logs the event for future
purposes). For authorized users, they can then be able to access a mini-console
also located near the door, in which they can unlock and open the door.
Facial recognition, although it is pretty accurate,
should not be the only
authentication technology used to
gain entry to the home. It can be used in
conjunction with voice recognition, fingerprints, or a spoken or entered
password. A combination of these authentication technologies can allow the user
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access to the mini-console. A final password can also be entered into the mini-
console, which would allow the user access to the smart home.
Visionics Corporation Facelt
The Visionics Corporation was founded in 1994 with the mission of researching,
developing, and deploying facial recognition technology and products. Their
Facelt technology, already commercially available, offers a convenient method to
recognize and authenticate up to millions of individual users. The
recognition
method works in two different "modalities": logon and continuous monitoring.
The logon method implies user interaction, where the user initiates a logon
procedure. The video camera then records the face and determines their identity.
Continuous monitoring constantiy records a specified area until it detects
something that looks like a face. It then
determines if the object is a face, and if
so, records and analyzes the faceprint.
Facelt technology has several applications including user authentication,
identification, and even law enforcement for criminal identification. For example,
the Visionics Corporation already deployed their technology in a large-scale
government project in Mexico. In May of 2000, Visionics announced that the
Facelt technology would be
adopted in an effort to eliminate duplicate voter
registrations in the Mexican presidential As registered voters assemble
to vote, a video camera
records their face and creates a faceprint. This faceprint
is then used to determine if they had already voted.
For home purposes, the Facelt technology would be used
to authenticate users
who are allowed to enter the
home. However, Facelt is a potentially good
' This press release, titled "Mexican
GovernmentAdopts Facelt Face Recognition Technology to Eliminate
Duplicate Voter Registrations in Upcoming Presidential Election", can be found online in its entirety at
<http://www.faceit.com/Newsroom/PRs/00_0511.htm>
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solution for keyless entry to the home. As stated before, Facelt may
be used in
conjunction with fingerprint or voice recognition technology as well,
to provide
an extra layer of security.
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C h ap t e r 6
HOME NETWORKINGAND TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
Hardware in home automation systems is one of the most important pieces of a
smart home system. It is the primary means of how the complete smart home
functions beneath the user interface. The entire hardware implementation
defines the method of how devices interact with each other, how they can be
operated and controlled, and the amount of services the system as a whole can
provide.
There are three major components in a smart home system: the home
transmission system, the home automation system, and the user interface. Issues
and concerns regarding the user interface were already described in the last
chapter. This chapter will describe in detail various hardware implementations of




can be defined as:
"... the collection of elements that process, manage,
transport, and store information, enabling the connection
and integration of multiple computing, control, monitoring,
and communication devices in the home.
"
("Definition").
This is a good definition, since it differentiates home networking from home
automation. The word
"enabling"
in the definition is an important term, because
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it is the network that enables the smart home the ability to communicate and
control devices.
In the context of the Computerized Integrated Smart Home, there are two
sections to the home networking component. As with other home automation
systems, there exists the network of controllable devices: the lights, doors and
locks, drapes, televisions, stereos, phones, thermostats, and a variety of other
devices. For this thesis, this network will be called the device network. The
device network can utilize various transmission technologies such as X-10,
powerline, phoneline, or wireless radio and infrared. This network is responsible
for the control of household devices; it is the method of how the main home
automation system communicates with these devices.
The second portion of the home network, again in the context of CISH, is the
network among the consoles and main server computer. Since it is
the main
server computer that is the centralized unit to control devices, the remote
consoles in each room of the home must be able to communicate with the server.
This network will be referred in this thesis as the console network.





are especially distinct. Home networking
technologies are those where devices communicate non-command data, such as
text or binary files, or multimedia (video and audio). Home automation
technologies include those where devices transmit commands to control
household appliances and devices. The following sections will discuss the various
home networking technologies,
their features as well as advantages and




X-10 refers to a communications protocol for the control of electrical devices.
X-10 technology was originally patented by X-10, Inc., and has existed since the
1970's. However, their patent expired in December 1997 and is now an open
standard (SmartHome.Com Product Catalog 7). The term
"X-10"
also refers to
devices that utilize this technology. It is based on the concept of X-10
transmitters and receivers. Transmitters obviously transmit signals, and receivers
react to these signals. The various signals that transmitters send travel across
electrical wiring. It is this wiring that acts as the shared wired medium for X-10
signals. X-10 technology is advantageous because it does not need extra wiring
for device communication.
Addressing
X-10 allows up to 256 different devices to be networked, using 16 house codes





from 1 to 16. X-10 receivers typically have two dials set to an address code (e.g.
A10 or G04), and listen to the signals broadcasted on the electrical wiring. They
only react to signals and
commands addressed to it.
How X-10 Works
In the United States, standard home electrical wiring uses alternating current
(AC), either 220 volts or 110 volts at 60Hz.
"The XI 0 PLC [Power Line Carrier] technology transmits
binary data over the powerline using a 120kH^
signal burst
for Ims at the %ero crossing point of the 60H^ AC sine
wave.
"
(SmartHome.Com Product Catalog 3)
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[Figure 6.1 - 60Hz AC SineWave]
A signal burst at the first zero crossing point and none at the second represents a
binary one. The absence of the signal at the first crossing and a signal burst at the
second represents a binary zero (see Figure 6.1 above). This method of using two
crossings per binary digit is primarily preferred to reduce transmission errors.
Also, transmission speeds are limited to 60 bits per second, so sending
information via X-10 is rather slow.
X-10 utilizes packets, a sequence of binary digits, to transmit device control
information. A basic packet consists of a total of 13 bits. Figure 6.2, on the
following page, outlines the basic X-10 packet format along with the bit
sequences for command codes:
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Bits 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1 1 0 H8 H4 H2 HI D8 D4 D2 Dl F
Start Code/Header House Code Unit Code/Function Code
House Codes Unit Codes/Function Codes
H8 H4 H2 HI (Decimal) D8 D4 D2 Dl Function
A 0 1 1 0 (6) 1 01 100
B 1110 (14) 2 11100
C 0 0 1 0 (2) 3 00100
D 10 10 (10) 4 10100
E 0 0 0 1 (1) 5 0001 0
F 1 0 0 1 (9) 6 10010
G 0 10 1 (5) 7 01010
H 110 1 (13) 8 11010
I 0 1 1 1 (7) 9 0 1110
J 1111 (15) 10 11110
K 0 0 1 1 (3) 11 00110
L 1011 (11) 12 10 110
M 0 0 0 0 (0) 13 00000
N 1 0 0 0 (8) 14 10000
O 0 1 0 0 (4) 15 01 000
































[Figure 6 2 - X-10 Packet
Format]11
The X-10 protocol format can be
found online at the X-10 FAQ FTP site:
<ftp://ftp.scruz.net/users/cicrJid/pubHc/xlOfaq>
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Each packet is transmitted twice, to ensure receivers understand it correctiy.
Commands require two packets as well. One packet specifies the receiver address
(the house code and unit code, with the function bit off). The second packet
specifies the command (the house code and function code, with the function bit
on). X-10 commands, therefore, require four packets or two copies of the
command. However, receivers only need to receive one of the commands (two
packets) to manipulate a device.
X-10 Commands
X-10 devices can send a variety of commands, outlined in Figure 6.2. The most
basic commands are meant for simple devices (devices that maintain one of two
states: on/off, open/closed). Bright and Dim commands generally work with
devices that maintain a range of states, such as a dimmer light, or perhaps
draperies that can be open at various levels.
The Preset Dim command allows X-10 receivers the ability to preset a device to
a specified level. For example, it can be set to partiy open curtains some of the
way, not entirely closed, but not entirely open. The function code for this
command can be either a zero or one, as shown in Figure 6.2.
Extended data is available with the Extended Data function. Twenty bits of
data can be appended immediately following the function. This extra data allows
receivers to respond to a greater variety of commands, or data such as
temperature data, security system functions, infrared functions, or any other
capability or
functionality.
The status of devices is also available using the Status Request command. The
receiver that receives this command will respond with either a Status On or




Home Networking with X-10
Although it is possible to network the home with X-10 technology, it should not
typically be used for applications other than short and simple commands between
devices. It is possible to transmit binary data streams, similar to a modem over a
phone line. However, as mentioned before, transmission rates run extremely
slowly (about 60 baud), especially since packets are sent twice to correct for errors
and noise on the electrical wire. It is likely that X-10 will not be a good home
networking technology due to this major disadvantage.
Home Automation with X-10
X-10 works well in the home automation arena, since basic home automation is
the transmission of simple control messages to household devices. Also, X-10
technology has existed for quite a while (X-10 began in the 1970's). It is already
an accepted technology by many home automation companies, as well as savvy
homeowners who build their own smart home system. X-10 would therefore be
a good technology for the device network.
6.2Powerline
Powerline technology is very similar to X-10, in that it attempts to allow devices
to communicate with each other via electrical wiring. There are several
companies offering proprietary
powerline technologies, each with variable
transmission speeds and a variable ability to block line noise. This thesis will
focus on a high-speed powerline networking technology from Intellon, Inc.
Intellon, along with 12 other corporations,
founded the HomePlug Powerline




The main vision of the HomePlug Alliance is:
To deliver Internet and multimedia from every home power
outlet; and, enable the connected home through worldwide





The major difference that Powerline technology offers over X-10 is that it is
primarily a networking technology rather than an automation technology. The
criteria that the alliance specified when evaluating other powerline technologies is
a 10Mbps data rate, clear compatibility, robustness and ease of implementation
(HomePlug Powerline Alliance
FAQ).12
As a networking technology, Powerline
has the potential to provide network services comparable to local area networks
(LANs) that are already available.
It is currendy unknown if Powerline technology uses a similar transmission
scheme as X-10. It is highly probable that it does not use the same scheme, since
X-10 has a significantiy slower transmission rate than what HomePlug targets.
Also, X-10 transmitters must send packets twice to prevent line noise from
interfering with the receiver's ability to decode the packet. Top transmission
speeds for Powerline networkingwould be confined severely if packets needed to
be sent twice.
Addressing
A HomePlug powerline networking standard has not yet been made publicly
available (it is targeted for release in September 2000). However, the alliance
specifies that their powerline technology will use standard Ethernet addressing.
12 This FAQ for Powerline technology
can be found online at
<http://www.homeplug.com/faq/index.html>
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An advantage to using Ethernet addressing is that it is already a standard in LAN
implementations, both in homes and businesses worldwide. It also hints that the
alliance may choose the TCP/IP protocol (TCP/IP: Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol) since it is the standard for data communication
through the Internet. This strategy best fits their vision to provide Internet and
multimedia through network communication over electrical wiring.
Home Networking with Powerline
Since powerline technology is designed for networking use, it is possible to
connect a large variety of devices simply by plugging them into an oudet. The
existing electrical wiring in the home acts as one giant network hub, sharing
communication signals and packets among all electrical outiets. Appliances and
computers, as well as other network peripherals, can then communicate with each
other to transfer any amount of data.
Powerline technology has the potential to become a very good home networking
solution. It is simple to connect; users simply need to plug a device into an
electrical oudet. Users would need to configure the device to give it an address,
or perhaps the device could configure itself automatically. Data transfer rates are
comparable to those of a local area network (10Mbps), allowing a wide range of
information and multimedia applications. Overall, powerline could become a
leading networking solution especially for home users.
Home Automation with Powerline
Although home automation is possible with powerline, there must exist first a
control system to transmit control messages to household devices. For instance,
a light must differentiate normal network traffic from on and off control
messages addressed to it. The same exists for any other device that can be
manipulated and automated.
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Appliances that have powerline technology built in can immediately respond to
network communication. Since HomePlug's Powerline technology uses standard
Ethernet, appliances within the home will have some network address from
which other devices can contact them. Sending messages between devices, as
well as between computers, would be simple because it uses an existing
networking standard.
If these appliances are configured to use a proxy server for an Internet
connection, they can now receive Internet information. For example, the stereo
can download and play digital music from the Internet, or the television can
download digital video (Svensson). The possibilities are enormous. Devices and
appliances only need to support powerline technology.
6.3 Telephone line
This section will focus primarily on phoneline technology from the Home
Phoneline Networking Alliance (HomePNA), founded in 1998. It is an
association of 11 industry-leading companies who strive to ensure the adoption
of home phoneline networking products and solutions. Originating from a
1Mbps networking technology from Tut Systems, Inc., HomePNA attempts to
provide an industry standard. This standard will eventually produce compatible
products and technologies for networkingmultiple computers and other devices.
Addressing and Transmission Rate
The HomePNA Phoneline networking standard already exists. Products are
currendy available
such as the Intel AnyPoint Phoneline Home Network. For
example, a user can connect one
side of the Intel Phoneline USB Model into the
computer's USB port and the other side into any phone jack. The user can
instantaneously communicate with any other phoneline network device.
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There are two kinds of addressing the alliance targets. One method is compatible
with Universal ADSL (Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Lines), which also use
telephone wiring for Internet connectivity. The other method is fully compatible
with standard Ethernet addressing. An advantage to supporting Universal ADSL
is that a Phoneline capable device can immediately connect to the Internet.
Supporting Ethernet allows these devices to communicate in a standard LAN
environment. As mentioned with Powerline technology before, Phoneline
implementations using Ethernet can also use the TCP/IP protocol for Internet
connectivity.
The original transmission speed of Phoneline technology was 1Mbps. In 1999,
the alliance released their HomePNA 2.0 Specification, allowing 10Mbps network
speeds (Larsen). Phoneline networking has the capability to provide LAN-like
communication speeds to network multiple home computers.
How PhonelineWorks
The telecommunications industry set the standard for voice communications.
Standard telephones use a frequency range of 4KHz ("Definition: voice
frequency"). The HomePNA standard uses a frequency range of 4KHz, from
5.5KHz to 9.5KHz. This is enough above the voice frequency to avoid
interfering with normal telephone communication. However, to achieve the high
transmission rates that the alliance seeks (10Mbps), the transmission medium
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[Figure 6.3 - Phoneline noise from
telephones]13
Figure 6.3 depicts the frequency ranges used in telephone and network
communication. To achieve low-error rates equivalent with high-speed networks,
phoneline network adapters must clean up the signal by removing line noise.
They must filter out all non-phoneline networking frequencies (such as voice or
DSL frequencies). Network adapters can then receive a clean signal between the
5.5KH2 and 9.5KHz range.
Home Networking with Phoneline
Phoneline technology, like Powerline, is designed to suite home networks more
than home automation. The existing home telephone wiring acts as the shared
medium to allow network communication. Phoneline networking allows a
cost-
effective solution to home networking as well.
Since the phoneline standard supports both Universal ADSL and Ethernet,
phoneline networking can easily
provide Internet services. It supports high-speed
data communications to connect multiple household computers. Phoneline also
allows both Internet and multimedia content, as well as other network services
such as file sharing and
printer sharing. Overall, phoneline could become a
leading home networking standard,
and can already support today's applications.




Home Automation with Phoneline
When phoneline technology was designed, it was not intended for home
automation implementations. It does not support any control structure to
operate devices. It is simply a solution to provide home network communication
via telephone wiring.
As a home automation technology, it does not appear likely that HomePNA will
succeed in offering their Phoneline technology in the home automation area.
Although it does allow devices to become network-capable or Internet-capable
providing digital music or video services to stereos and televisions, it does not
support manipulating the device (e.g. turning the stereo on or off). The
Phoneline standard will certainly not work with simple devices such as lights,
because this application would require all lighting to connect to the phone
network. As well as this technology supports general networking
communication, it is not a good solution for manipulating and controlling
household devices.
6.4Ethernet
Ethernet (IEEE standard 802.3) is one of the most commonly used local area
network (LAN) technologies. At the lowest physical level, Ethernet can use
coaxial cable (10-Base-2 or 10-Base-5), twisted-pair telephone wire (10-Base-T),
or fiber optic cable (10-Base-F). Each of these wiring schemes provide
transmission speeds up to
10Mbps.
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) created a shorthand
designation to identify Ethernet networks. The
"10"
refers to the transmission
speed of 10Mbps.
"Base"
represents baseband signaling, meaning that only
Ethernet signals are transmitted on the wire. The last symbol refers to the kind
of physical wire used:
"T"





for 185-meter coaxial cable, and
"5"
for 500-meter coaxial cable. There is also
Fast Ethernet, or 100-Base-T, which operates at speeds up to 100Mbps on
twisted-pair wire ("What Is... 10-Base-T (a definition)"). However, this section
will focus only on 10-Base-T Ethernet, since it is currendy the most widely
installed network topology.
How EthernetWorks
Ethernet establishes the concept of transmitting data packets of information.
These packets encapsulate the information being sent on the network. One of
the fundamental principles behind Ethernet networks is called: carrier sense
multiple access with collision detect (CSMA/CD). It is used to determine how
network devices share the common twisted-pair wire interconnecting all network
devices. It also ensures that packets are not sent on the wire at the same time.
The concept behind CSMA/CD is relatively simple. Each computer monitors
the presence or absence of a carrier signal on the wire, indicating if data is being
transferred. If there is no signal present, the computer is then free to transmit
information. Multiple computers can therefore use the same wire to send
information (hence the term "carrier sense multiple access"). This method works
until two stations begin transmitting on a quiet wire, resulting in a collision.
Collisions are detectable because the simultaneous transmission produces a
higher electrical signal. When a collision is detected, a jam signal is sent notifying
other network devices that a collision occurred. The two stations then wait for a
random period of time, and transmit again. The random wait period ensures that
the two devices do not collide signals again (Derfler 118-119).
10-Base-T network installations use a topology called the star topology. Similar
to the spokes on a bicycle, twisted-pair wires radiate out from the centralized
shared medium, or hub
(Derfler 120). The function of the hub is to simply share
the electrical signal from a network device to all of the other network devices.
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Individual wires connect each computer to the hub so that it can communicate
with other computers. Figure 6.4 depicts a theoretical view of interconnecting







[Figure 6.4 - Ethernet star topology]
There are other devices called switches that help alleviate the amount of collisions
on Ethernet networks, as well as increases the overall network speed and
efficiency. Switches are devices that look very similar to hubs; computers and
other network devices connect to dedicated ports on the switch. The switch then
"learns"
the network addresses of devices on each port. In a way, it builds a
"map"
so that it knows which devices are on particular ports.
When a data packet from a computer enters on a port, the switch looks at the
destination network address to determine where the packet is supposed to go.
Since the switch knows the network addresses of the devices on each port, it
would electrically build a link from the port of the transmitting computer to the
port of the destination. This prevents the packet from being sent to all other
computers; rather, the packet is not transmitted on the other wires connecting
other computers. These other wires therefore remain silent, allowing other
devices the ability to send
data. Ultimately, switches allow simultaneous data
communication between network devices (if they are destined for different ports).
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Protocols
For the purpose of this thesis, this section will only discuss two widely used
protocols: NetBEUI and TCP/IP. Both of these protocols allow network
devices the ability to communicate with each other. They support a second level
of network addressing and packet encapsulation not typically used or understood
by switches.
The NetBIOS Extended User Interface (NetBEUI), originated by IBM and later
adopted by Microsoft, permits computers to communicate within a local area
network. NetBEUI network addresses are simply alphanumeric names. These
names can include text and numbers, such as "Billy's
computer"
or "Accounting
Server 3". Each of these names must be unique; they cannot be duplicated since
these names distinguish one network device from another.
NetBEUI is the best performance choice for LAN implementations because the
protocol does not support the routing of data to other networks. Other
protocols, such as TCP/IP, must be used to accomplish this. It is therefore
suggested to use the NetBEUI protocol for single-LAN environments, because
of its simplicity in network names
and data remains on the same LAN ("What
Is. . . NetBEUI (a definition)").
TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) is the basic
communications protocol of the Internet and most common LANs. It is actually
a combination of two protocols: TCP and IP. The IP protocol is primarily
responsible for transporting data from source
to destination, even if the
destination is on a different network. IP addresses (four byte addresses written as
numbers between 0 and 255) are used to designate network addresses of devices.
An example of an IP address can be: (168.24.120.4) or (54.130.97.102).
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The TCP protocol is a
"service-oriented"
protocol responsible for providing port
numbers assigned to a service. Services can include web pages, file transfer
protocol (FTP), terminal connections (telnet), and hundreds of others. It is a
reliable protocol that numbers the individual data packets to ensure their delivery
to the destination (who then reassembles the packets in the proper sequential
order). Another protocol related to TCP/IP is the UDP (User Datagram
Protocol) protocol, which is similar to TCP. UDP, however, is less reliable than
TCP, yet it is quicker and more efficient.
TCP/IP is the primary protocol used on the Internet. It is also used in many
LAN implementations, along with NetBEUI. Typical LAN installations would
utilize both protocols: NetBEUI for internal LAN communication and TCP/IP
for external LAN/Internet communication. Both of these protocols operate with
Ethernet to provide a robust networking environment for homes and businesses.
Home Networking with Ethernet
To connect to the Internet, networks must support the TCP/IP protocol because
it is currendy a standard in LAN environments. This means that home networks
must also support the TCP/IP protocol to connect to the Internet. Fortunately,
broadband service providers, such as with cable modems or DSL modems,
already use TCP/IP for Internet
service.
Ethernet is used in many business LAN environments as well as in the home.
Home network is certainly possible with Ethernet, although it would require
dedicated wiring and
the knowledge of configuring the network. For the average
homeowner, they may not want to acquire the cost of wiring 1 0-Base-T cable
throughout the home. However, if home computers are located near each other,
it is possible to set up a
small-scale Ethernet implementation.
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If homeowners use broadband Internet service providers, they may already have
an Ethernet network card in their computer. With a little extra equipment such
as cable and a hub, a homeowner could connect a small LAN. The user must
also learn how to configure the network, since Ethernet networks require a
moderate understanding of how to interconnect and configure devices. Ethernet
LANs can potentially allow the opportunity to provide fast network
communication among multiple computers and the Internet.
Home Automation with Ethernet
Ethernet is a networking technology, and will probably remain as a networking
technology. It is primarily meant for data communication in local or wide area
network installations. It is also largely used to provide Internet capability to
desktop, laptop, or mobile computers. Providing home automation services
using Ethernet would require its modification as an existing and emerged
standard. It would also be cosdy for two reasons. Ethernet is found in a
substantial number of businesses and homes, and would all need to revise their
installations to comply with a modified standard. In home environments, extra
wiring is necessary to interconnect devices to the centralized hub or switch.
6.5 Wireless Radio
Wireless communication offers a viable solution to the above transmission
systems. Wireless networks do not require wiring; they transmit data using radio
waves or infrared light (see section 6.6 for wireless infrared). This section will
focus on wireless communication via radio waves.
Radio waves utilize part of the electromagnetic spectrum from the low kilohertz
range to the higher gigahertz range (see Figure 6.5). Using radio transceivers or
antennas, devices can
transmit analog signals at a particular frequency to send
digital data.
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[Figure 6.5 - Electromagnetic Spectrum: Radio Frequencies]
Wireless vs. Wired
The major difference between wired and wireless networks is obvious: wireless
requires no physical wiring to connect network devices. Wireless networks use
the air as the shared medium between devices, rather than copper wire as with
wired network. Installing a wireless network from scratch is therefore cheaper
than a wired network, since there are no cables or network jacks to install.
Depending on the topology, some wireless networks may actually utilize wires to
connect to a wired network. However, a completely wireless network should not
use any cables to interconnect devices.
Another difference is the level of security and data privacy. The only way to
intercept data communications on wired networks is to connect a device to the
wired network. This requires access to a network hub or switch, to allow the
device to listen to network communication. Wireless networks are less secure,
since the air is the shared medium. Data can potentially be accessed from
anywhere within the range ofwireless communication.
Network Topologies (Terdoslavich 70)
The network topology is
important because it defines how the network as a
whole works and communications
with network devices. There are two types of
wireless network topologies: the ad-hoc and
infrastructure network.
In an ad-hoc network, the air is the shared medium (compared to a hub as the
wired shared medium).
Computers or portable devices are brought together to
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form an instant network. Figure 6.6 below illustrates this type of connectivity.
These devices configure themselves to recognize and communicate with other






[Figure 6.6 - Ad-Hoc Wireless Network]
Since many mobile individual mobile units are brought in close proximity to each
other, there must be a way to negotiate which device can transfer data at any
given moment. A good analogy for negotiating data transfers could be a room
full of people. If everyone is speaking at the same time, everyone hears a lot of
noise. It is hard for any one person to understand what the other people are
saying. There must exist some method to determine which individual person can
speak. Two negotiation algorithms currendy exist to solve this situation.
The election algorithm designates one of the mobile devices as the master of the
network (dependent on the total number of mobile units). It controls which
device can send data and the length of time it can send. The other algorithm is
simply a broadcasting scheme. This broadcast method uses collision detection
(similar to Ethernet networks) to flood the air with broadcast messages. A device
broadcasts its data in the hope that it is the only device transmitting.
Infrastructure networks consist of a combination of wireless and wired network
technologies. Fixed access points communicate with mobile wireless devices, and
these devices communicate with at most one access point. These access points
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connect to a wired network, which can include hubs, switches, gateways, other
access points, and immobile desktop or laptop computers. Figure 6.7 below
depicts this type of wireless network. The wired network acts as the "shared
medium"
between wireless devices.
Wiied network (i.e Ethernet)
[Figure 6.7 - InfrastructureWireless Network]
An advantage to using access points is that mobile devices only communicate
with the access point, not other mobile devices. Each device transmits to the
access point using a dedicated radio frequency so that device conversations do
not overlap. Access points examine network data on the wired network. They
will only transmit data destined for the mobile device, minimizing air traffic. This
provides a little more security for the wired and wireless network.
Standards
There are two primary technologies based on the IEEE 802.11 wireless radio
communications standard that exist today: HomeRF and Bluetooth. Both of
these technologies attempt to provide a common standard for transmitting digital
data between devices.
The HomeRFWorking Group, formed in March 1998, researched and developed
their SharedWireless Access Protocol (SWAP) for home networks. This industry
alliance is performing
research to provide an open standard in which products
can be developed. Their standard is optimized for the home environment to
provide various data networking services. One of their main goals is offering
voice and data networking in the home betweenmobile devices.
"Its primary use is to provide data networking and dial
tones between devices such as PC's, cordless phones, Web
Tablets, and a broadband cable or DSL modem.
"
("Frequendy Asked Questions").
The SWAP specification operates in the 2.4GHz frequency, which does not
require a dedicated license from the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC). It uses the TCP/IP protocol, the standard for Internet communication.
This permits a shared Internet connection among all wireless devices, as well as
file and printer sharing.
Connecting to the Internet typically involves some connection to a wired
network, such as the ones provided by cable modems, DSL modems, or LANs.
The SWAP protocol uses the infrastructure network topology to connect to
wired networks (e.g. phoneline or Ethernet). It utilizes a bridge, or access point,
which allows wireless devices the ability to communicate with wired devices.
According to an electronic mail communication with HomeRF, the SWAP
technology allows an unlimited
number of devices the ability to network together.
The current data transfer speed is about 1Mbps (compliant with the IEEE 802.11





Another emerging technology using
wireless radio is Bluetooth. Bluetooth is
currendy an emerging
standard for low-cost short-range radio links between
devices such as PCs, mobile phones, and other portable devices. It will enable
users to interconnect these devices to transfer information. The Bluetooth
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Special Interest Group is an industry group of telecommunications, computing,
and networking companies that are working together to ensure the development
and adoption of their standard ("General FAQ").
Security is important to the Bluetooth specification since it is intended for both
business and home environments. Businesses would urge high security so that
their data is secure and free from eavesdropping. Network products based on
this standard include built-in data encryption and authentication to ensure that
the recipient device is the only device receiving the correct information.
Frequency hopping is another technique used to provide security. Each second,
transmitters change the radio frequency 1600 times (1600 hops/second).
Transmitters also constandy modify their power output; adapting the total range
the radio signal will travel to only what is required. These features, combined,
provide an acceptable level of security for both business and home applications
("Security FAQ").
Bluetooth is a good example that uses the ad-hoc network topology. It supports
both point-to-point and point-to-multipoint connections. Up to eight mobile
devices can interconnect to transfer data; one master controls up to seven slaves
(the election algorithm). An advantage to this scheme is that the user does not
need to explicitiy configure
network addresses and protocols to notify devices
that others exist. Mobile devices set up the ad-hoc network automatically,
notifying each
other of their network addresses. Data transfers can then
immediately begin with little user interaction.
One last item to mention about Bluetooth is the recent Sun Microsystems
technology, Jini. Jini, although it works with other networking technologies aside
from Bluetooth, allows users to plug printers, storage devices, speakers, and any
other kind of device direcdy into the network. Once connected, other
computers, devices, and users on the
network will know that the new device is on
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the network and is available. Jini allows devices to
"plug-n-play"
onto a network,
similar to how plug-n-play devices connect to a computer. At the time this thesis
was written, there does not appear to exist any devices that comply with Jini.
Home Networking withWireless Radio
Wireless radio technology is an emerged technology that has existed for quite
some time. Applying wireless radio to networking is already available in many
applications, and is beginning to enter the home as a potential home networking
technology. It is simple to connect and can use a variety of forms and topologies.
Standards organizations such as HomeRF and Bluetooth are seeking the
emergence of wireless radio technology in homes and businesses. It is likely that
wireless radio may become a cheap alternative to wired networking solutions.
Home Automation withWireless Radio
Wireless radio technology is not particularly intended for home automation uses.
It is primarily meant for data transfers between computers, laptops, and mobile
devices (such as personal digital assistants). While it is possible to integrate
wireless radio technology into household appliances such as televisions, radios,
and other devices, there would be difficulty interfacing with lights, drapes, doors,
and locks. It is likely that radio will not enter the home automation market due to
the lack of a complete practical application.
6.6 Wireless Infrared
Infrared communication is similar to wireless radio in some aspects. This section
will focus on wireless infrared technology as it applies to home networking and
automation.
Infrared light can be found in the electromagnetic spectrum between radio/micro
waves and visible light (terahertz frequencies). Using bursts of infrared light,
various signals can be sent to represent digital data.
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One of the advantages of infrared communication, similar to radio technology, is
that it is wireless. Infrared devices simply need to be pointed at each other.
Other devices nearby cannot detect the light that travels between infrared devices.
It also offers comparable transmission speeds to wired networks, and it is
currendy available in a wide range ofproducts and devices.
Wireless infrared technology has disadvantages as well. Devices need to be
pointed at each other, meaning there is a line on sight limitation. Since infrared
light is just below the visible spectrum, objects that normally block visible light
would also block infrared light. Any obstructions such as people, other objects,
sunlight, rain, or fog will block data transmissions.
A disadvantage that can be easily overcome is that infrared transmissions are
half-
duplex. Half-duplex implies that data can be sent in both directions, but not at
the same time. If two devices both have a transmitter and a receiver, then each
individual unit can send data to the other, only one at a time. This can be
overcome by utilizing two transmitters and two receivers on both devices. As
one device transmits while the other receives, the latter device can also transmit
as well while the original device receives.
Network Topology
Infrared networks typically conform to the ad-hoc network topology, previously
discussed in wireless radio topologies. Research organizations, such as one at
Nagoya University in Japan, are currendy investigating various ways of
connecting an
ad-hoc infrared network (Kawaguchi et al). These networks could
either use an Ethernet backbone (similar to how radio networks use access points
to connect to a wired Ethernet network), or use some other infrared network
solution.
Standards
Most infrared transmitters can already be found in the common home. Devices
such as remote controls for televisions and stereos are typical examples. These
remote controls usually use proprietary technology, unique to the product and
company, to transmit dedicated signals to control their respective devices. For
example, the television remote cannot be used to control the stereo, or vice-versa.
A common standard must exist so that wireless infrared technology can be used
for general networking and automation. One such standards organization is the
Infrared Data Association (IrDA), an international organization conceived in
June of 1993. It is made up of various hardware, software, telecommunications,
and service provider companies.
IrDA "... creates and promotes interoperable, low cost
infrared data interconnection standards that support a walk-
up, point-to-point user model.
"
("Resume")
An example of a standard implementation is Microsoft Windows 95. Windows
95 implements the IrDA 1 . 1 standard. Using data packets up to 2 kilobytes, data
can be sent at a maximum transmission speed of 4Mbps. However, the current
limitation to this transmission speed is that the distance between network devices
using infrared technology must not exceed
1 meter ("Commonly Asked
Questions About IrDA").
Aside from the IrDA standard, infrared communication can actually span greater
distances. At 16Mbps, infrared network devices could be separated up to 1.5
miles ("What Is... IrDA (a definition)"). There must exist a direct line of sight
though, since any
obstruction in between the two devices would break
communication.
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According to the IrDA "Frequentiy Asked Questions"14, there are plans to
increase the transmission speed to 16Mbps in the near future. There are even
plans to increase the speed to 50Mbps over the next few years. It is apparent that
wireless infrared technology has potential to become a feasible networking
solution for a variety of applications.
Home NetworkingwithWireless Infrared
Wireless infrared technology has several uses in home networking. Infrared
transmitters and receivers could strategically be placed around the home to
communicate with network devices. Network devices could include desktop
PCs, laptop PCs, or other portable units. Data transmission speeds are relatively
comparable with wired networks and will increase over the next few years.
There are security advantages with infrared networks. Since transmitters and
receivers must point toward each other, there exists only one path from source to
destination (point-to-point). Other infrared devices must be placed in the light
on sight to intercept any transmissions, unlike radio technology where radio
waves travel in all directions.
Wireless infrared technology would be good for point-to-point network
communication, where the light path in between is not likely to be blocked. It is
mosdy useful when connecting
mobile devices to a wired network backbone,
such as connecting an
infrared-capable laptop to a home network for Internet
access. These situations would prove to be the best practical advantage with
infrared networking.
Home Automation withWireless Infrared
Wireless infrared technology is already used
in a variety of automation
applications. For example, most home audio and video equipment use remote
14 The complete FAQ can be found online at
the IrDA website at <http://www.irda.org/use/faq.asp>
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controls that transmit infrared signals. A disadvantage to this wide range of
commercial devices is the use of proprietary signals. To control these devices
using a
"universal"
infrared automation controller, the transmitter must send the
unique signal used for each device. Since each product and manufacturer uses a
dedicated infrared signal, the controlling transmitter must
"learn"
or already be
programmed with these dedicated signals.
There are two methods to overcome this limitation. One method is suggested
above. The infrared automation controller could be programmed with the signals
used for all controllable devices. The transmitter must then be told which device
the homeowner owns so that it can transmit the proper signal. The second
method involves a standard signal used for common operations. For example, all
televisions have an on/off function, channel up/down function, volume
up/down function, specific channel select, and other functions such as picture
brightness and color. Television products could recognize a universal standard
infrared signal pattern to implement some of these common television functions.
Infrared technology clearly has potential with home automation. It has the ability
to control currendy available devices, and can potentially share device status
information as well. Infrared is best utilized when transmitters are solely used to
control devices. Today's appliances currendy only respond to control signals, and
so would be a sufficient application for home automation with infrared.
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C h ap t e r 7
CISH HARDWARE SOLUTIONS
The Computerized Integrated Smart Home is a complete home automation
system, such as the ones described in Chapter 3, with added functionality. Like
any home automation implementation, the particular hardware solution is
important for device connectivity, communication, and automation.
"... 1999 will be the first year that non-PC central
processing unit (CPU)-powered devices such as computer
games, phones, personal digital assistants, set top boxes, and
other consumer goods will surpass PCs in number of units
shipped.
"




1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
[Figure 7.1 - Post-PC
Devices]1
15 Image was extracted from the North River Ventures,
Inc. market research firm. Theirwebsite can be
found at <http://www.northriver.com>.
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The above statement hints that in the near future, there will exist non-CPU
devices such as the examples above. In a more general view, however, these
examples could be expanded to include common household appliances as well.
Kitchen appliances, outdoor machines, security equipment, and other common
devices can all be potentially controlled by a home automation system. It is
therefore important to design a smart home system flexible enough to control the
variety of appliances and devices.
Network Bandwidth
The concept of consoles and a main server is unique to the Computerized
Integrated Smart Home. The relationship between consoles and the server, and
the server and household devices is also unique. It is important to consider the
speed of the console network and device network since each offers uniquely
different capabilities.
For example, reflecting on the various features that consoles offer, the network
speed between a console and the main server (or between two consoles) must be
fast enough to at least allow videoconferencing. Videoconferencing uses much of
the network bandwidth since video images and sound are constandy transmitted
between end points.
Similarly, the network speed between the main server and household devices can
vary depending on the application. The speed
does not need to be as fast
because household devices simply react to
control messages. There are no data
streams (such as sound or video images) to consider.
The following sections will focus on
the various user interface, computer, and
networking
technologies previously discussed. Important considerations will be
mentioned when applying




In Chapter 5, the concept of a console was established as the primary user
interface. It is important to choose a console technology that will efficiendy
deliver the necessary capabilities so that the console can maximize the amount of
features it offers. There are three kinds of console solutions, each with
advantages and disadvantages, and each with varying levels of difficulty
maximizing their functionality.
Desktop PC's
Desktop computers are increasingly appearing in the average home. They are
simple to use and offer a rather simple learning curve. The features that most
desktop computer manufacturers offer with their computers have essentially
become a standard package. For example, most computers today come with the
system unit, monitor, keyboard and mouse, and in some cases, a printer. The
system unit not only includes the basic essentials to make the computer work, but
it also typically includes a modem and sound/audio capability. For an extra
charge, the computer can be equipped with an Ethernet network card and video
support.
Depending on the console network solution (discussed in section 7.4), a different
kind of network card may be necessary. For example, if the homeowner orders a
desktop computer with an Ethernet network card, the console network must also
utilize an Ethernet network topology. If the console network is wireless radio,
then the homeowner must equip the computer with a wireless network card.
Desktop computers are also relatively cheap
in price. The functionality of the
console is sufficient for a low-end cost-effective desktop PC. Although prices are
not too expensive for desktop PC's, the cost can add up if the homeowner
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installs consoles in each room of the home, which is a requirement for a
complete CISH system.
A disadvantage to using desktop computers is the size of the required equipment.
Currendy, desktop computers are bundled with rather bulky monitors, and the
system unit must reside either on a desk or the floor near the monitor. If
consoles are installed in each room of the home, the smart home setup may
become slightiy cluttered. Space considerations must be factored into a possible
CISH console solution.
Notebook PC's
Notebook or laptop computers potentially solve the space limitation described
above with desktop computers. Notebook computers also offer many of the
capabilities that are already available with desktop computers. Features such as
sound/audio capability, a modem or network card, as well as other internal PC
components, are available with notebook computers.
Again, as described with desktop PC's, the network card installed in the notebook
computer must match the kind of console network used. An Ethernet console
network would require an Ethernet network card. Both desktop and notebook
computers should already provide a
suitable operating system that supports the
chosen console network solution.
Notebook computers are very much smaller than desktops, offering space
savings. They can reside on a desk corner, or can even be mounted on a secure
wall shelf. The flat LCD screen provides the ideal solution for displaying
information. A sound card with speakers and a microphone (usually built into
the notebook computer)
offers the audio capability needed for consoles.
A major disadvantage to using
notebook computers is their cost. They are more
expensive than desktop computers, even for low-end
notebooks. Although they
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can provide most of the functionality for a console, installing a laptop in each
room of the home would prove to be very cosdy.
Other Console Units
Dedicated console units (also called Internet appliances) offer various advantages
and disadvantages, similar to desktop and notebook computers. At the time this
thesis was written, few of these console units exist. They can, however,
potentially provide all of the necessary services and features with a minimal cost.
The three console units described in Chapter 5 are feasible solutions, each with
various capabilities. When choosing one of these console units, the four major
features (view screen, keyboard capability, pointing capability, and audio/video
capability with microphone input) must be considered. It is important to
determine if each console unit meets the requirements of console functionality.
If it does, or comes close, it can potentially become a viable console solution.
An advantage to these console units is that they are small and portable. They can
either mount on a desk or table, mount on a wall, or even move around with the
user (e.g. the QuBit tablet). The wall mounting solution is an interesting
possibility for installing consoles in each room, since the flat-screen does not
interfere with other objects.
The cost of these units is another factor to consider. Not only is the cost of the
unit itself important, but also the cost of additional
"tweaks"
to the unit so that it
completely offers
the necessary features. For example,
if a console unit only
supports an Ethernet network and the console network is wireless radio, then a
wireless network card must be purchased and installed. However, upon
comparing the
initial cost of each console unit with desktop and laptop
computers, these
dedicated console units may become the preferred solution.
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Summary
Keeping these three possible console solutions in mind, the following table
summarizes how one solution stands among the others. It compares the three
solutions outlined above, and can be used to select which console solution best
fits with the CISH system.
Desktops Notebooks Other Console Units
Price Moderate High Low
Features Most Most All
Size Large Small Small
Upgradability Moderate Moderate Low
[Figure 7.2 Console Comparisons]
Price refers to how much money a console solution would cost the homeowner.
The scale is a comparison against the other solutions, where a high price is
significantiy more cosdy than a moderate price, and a moderate price costs
more
than a low price. In comparing the console solutions, it appears that a separate
console solution (other than a desktop or notebook computer) would be best for
the CISH system.
The features available on each solution are rated from none, to most, to all.
These features are taken from Chapter 5, where consoles should provide the
following capabilities: touch-screen, typing capability, pointing capability, and
audio/video support. Although desktops and notebooks offer most of these
capabilities, they both need to
be upgraded to support a touch-screen. Most
other console units are already equipped
with a touch-screen interface, alongwith
the other capabilities.
The size of the unit refers to how much desk or wall space each console solution
requires. Desktop computers use bulky
monitor display units. Although
desktops can use a flat-screen LCD to save space, these units
are currendy much
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more expensive than the bigger CRT (cathode ray tube) monitors. Notebooks
and other console units already use flat-screen LCD's to display information.
The size of these solutions is small enough so that the console does not require
much space.
Lasdy, upgradability refers to how easy it is to add or upgrade the features and
capabilities of the console solution. It depends on how often the user must add
or upgrade any features, the amount of time needed to perform the task, and the
amount of interaction with the system. For example, upgrading components on a
desktop computer typically requires the user to open the system unit case and add
an expansion card. The user must then install the necessary software.
USB-
compliant devices simplify the upgradability of console solutions, although the
user may still need to open the computer to perform some upgrades.
7.2 Server
The main server used for the Computerized Integrated Smart Home has several
functions:
Transmits all appropriate control messages to all controllable devices
within the home.
Keeps track of the status of devices, such as the on/off state for lights, or
house/zone temperatures.
Keeps track of all remote console units installed in the home, as well as
their network addresses and various capabilities.
. Allows the consoles the ability to control devices.
. Primarily bridges the gap
between the device network and the console
network.
Using currendy available technology,
the best server solution is a desktop PC.
Desktop PCs are powerful and
flexible enough to act as the main server for the
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entire smart home. Depending on the device network and console network
solution (discussed in the next two sections), a desktop computer is able to
handle both network links simultaneously. Since users are not meant to use this
server computer (the main server solely controls all aspects of the smart home),
unique CISH-specific software must be installed and functioning at all times.
The software installed on this desktop computer is particularly unique. This
CISH-specific software is functioning aside from an operating system and the
necessary networking software. Although this thesis will not provide an actual
software solution, there must exist some kind of database to keep track of all
consoles and household devices. The software would also handle console auto-
discovery, and ensure that consoles are available and present on the network.
7.3ExternalDevice Control Interface (DeviceNetwork)
The device network refers to the interconnection between the main server and all
controllable household devices. The best device network for external device
control would be a combination of X-10, Powerline, and Infrared technologies.
This network does not necessarily need to be fast, since the device network is
only used to send control messages and receive status information from devices.
The main server transmits these control messages to household devices. It must
therefore support X-10, Powerline, and Infrared transmission technologies. It
must keep track of all installed devices within the house, as well as the technology
used to control them. For example, suppose all of the lights are controlled using
X-10 and the stereo using infrared. The main server database needs to remember
the automation technology used for each device (i.e. X-10 for lights and infrared
for the stereo). It must also remember the network address used for each device
so that it can communicate with it.
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Wireless Infrared
As mentioned earlier, wireless infrared technology already exists to operate
devices such as audio/video equipment. Using infrared transmitters, signals can
be sent to control televisions, stereos, and VCR's. There are various methods to
connect infrared transmitters to the main server.
One method involves an infrared network, where the main server sends control
signals to transmitters using an infrared network. The transmitters would then
transmit the appropriate control signal to operate a device. A similar
configuration could involve using the main server to transmit the appropriate
control signal itself, and use the infrared network to
"relay"
that signal from the
main server to the device.
If the device network uses some other backbone networking technology, such as
X-10 or Ethernet, there must be another method to send signals across the
network to the infrared transmitter. The infrared transmitter must then be able
to connect to this network. For example, Smart Line, Inc., offers an infrared
transmitter product that interfaces with an X-10 network. It receives X-10 signals
and transmits the appropriate control signal. The main server could therefore
send an X-10 signal to the transmitter so that it could then send an infrared signal
to the device.
Internet Appliances
Powerline capable appliances are advantageous since they only need to plug into
an oudet. For example, a stereo with Powerline capability can play a digital radio
station from the Internet. Without a home automation system, the user must
first interact with the stereo and instruct it to download digital music. Data
coming from
the Internet must enter the home through some proxy gateway and
into the electrical wiring
destined for the stereo. The stereo would then decode
the information and play the music.
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A CISH-specific application of this example is very similar. The user would
interact with any console, verbally instruct the system to download digital music,
and play it on a specified stereo. Digital data from the Internet would enter
through the main server (see Internet Connectivity below), which would then
transmit the data over the electrical wiring destined for the stereo. The stereo
would then play the music.
7.4Network Solution (ConsoleNetwork)
The console network refers to the interconnection between the main server and
all remote consoles. It is responsible for all communication from the console to
the server, and from the console to another console. This network should be fast
enough to allow audio and/or video communication (such as when a user
videoconferences with another internal console). There is more than one
solution to accommodate the console network.
Most of the home networking technologies previously described (specifically
powerline, phoneline, Ethernet, and radio technologies) would provide a feasible
solution. Since each of these technologies can (or will in the near future) provide
the necessary internal network
service and speed, the CISH network solution
must consider other factors.
One factor to consider is the amount of dedicated wiring needed to interconnect
all of the consoles and the main server. Is extra wiring necessary for this network
solution? Powerline and Phoneline, for instance, both use preexisting wire
already installed
in the home. This wiring acts as the shared medium between
network devices. Since homes are currendy built with both power wire for
electrical oudets and phone wire for telephone jacks, either network solution is
possible with minimal extra
wiring. Minimal extra wiring would include, for
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example, telephone wire to connect consoles in rooms that do not already have a
telephone jack (e.g. the bathroom).
Ethernet, in contrast, uses a different wiring scheme (10-Base-T cable) to connect
network devices together. It does not utilize electrical wire or telephone wire, and
hence requires extra wiring. If consoles are installed in each room of the home,
10-Base-T cable must exist from each room to a centralized wiring closet. In this
closet, all of the wires connect to a hub, which acts as the shared medium. The
main server must also connect to the hub.
Wireless offers the advantage of a
"no-wires"
approach. However, depending on
the network topology, a wired network may still be needed for this solution. For
example, an infrastructure topology involves the consoles connecting to a radio
network device. This radio network device communicates with an access point,
most likely installed in a remote closet or basement (in a secluded area). The
access point then connects to a wired network (such as Ethernet, where extra
wiring is only needed where the access point is located). The wired network
includes a hub, in which the main server is also connected. Figure 7.3 graphically





H I Ethernet Hub
[Figure 7.3 - Wireless Console Network]
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Another factor to consider is the amount of equipment necessary to connect the
complete network. It is obvious that each console and the main server must have
some network interface device to connect it to the network. A powerline
network topology only requires the consoles and main server to be plugged into
an electrical oudet. Phoneline networks require a phone cable connecting each
console to a nearby telephone jack.
Ethernet not only requires wiring from console locations to a centralized area
such as a closet or basement, but it also requires a hub to interconnect the
consoles to the main server. Wireless radio using an infrastructure topology is
similar to Figure 7.3 above, requiring a hub and short-range network wire
connecting an access point and the main server.
The last factor to consider is cost. Knowing how much everything will cost is
important, because it basically determines what kind of network and topology is
most cost-effective. Cost includes all of the other factors, such as the amount of
wiring used for the network and the amount of networking equipment required
to connect devices.
Building the CISH console network must take into account each of these factors
to determine the best possible network solution. Ultimately, the console network





important because more users are becoming connected
each year. It offers a vast source of information and the ability to communicate
with virtually anyone
around the world. Since the Internet is becoming (if not
already)
ubiquitous in our society, it would be advantageous to offer an Internet
connection with a home automation system. An Internet connection could offer
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such services as electronic mail, the Web, file transferring, digital music,
audioconferencing, and videoconferencing.
Most home networking solutions propose the use of an Internet
"gateway"
or
proxy server to act as the main external connection to the Internet. Computers
within the internal local network use this proxy server to access Internet
resources. The proxy server would then route communications from the Internet
to the proper computer.
The Computerized Integrated Smart Home proposes a similar solution. The
main server computer acts as the gateway or proxy server to the Internet. It
routes all communication from the consoles to the Internet. Likewise, when data
from the Internet arrives, the main server would route the data to the originating
console. This solution allows each individual consoles to have its own dedicated
Internet connection, and can therefore access Internet resources.
Hardware and Service
For the purposes of this thesis, two categories of Internet connectivity have been
established. The main server could utilize any of the currendy available
technologies in each category to access the Internet. The two categories are:
56Kmodems/DSL
Cable modems
56K modems are typically used in many homes to access
the Internet. Service
providers such as America Online (AOL) and CompuServe, as well as hundreds
of smaller Internet Service Providers (ISP's), offer dialup services for modem
users. Some of the larger companies such as AOL use dedicated user interfaces
to provide information content (e.g. news, chat rooms, etc..) in addition to a
network connection. Smaller ISP's usually provide the means to access the
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Internet. They provide the user with simply a network address, where the user
would then load programs such as Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer.
Cable modems and DSL modems offer tremendous speed advantages over 56K
modems. Service providers generally offer only the network connection, similar
to the ISP's described above. Users would then need to install the necessary
Internet programs theywant to use (e.g. Netscape, FTP, Telnet, etc. . .).
DSL modems connect to the telephone line in the home, and the local telephone
company provides the Internet service. DSL modems do not interfere with voice
communication over the phone lines, whereas users cannot simultaneously talk
on and use the phone line with a 56K modem. DSL is considered more secure
than cable modems, as the telephone line provides a dedicated connection
between the home and the telephone company. DSL modems also provide a
constant network speed, dependent on the type of requested service.
Cable modems are typically connected using coaxial television cable, and a local
cable television company provides network service. They are considered less
secure since multiple cable modems exist on a subnet. For example, all the
homes in a community or neighborhood
can connect to the same cable line,
allowing one
home to potentially view data intended for another home.
Although cable modems are generally faster in network speed than DSL, multiple
modems use the same line which could slow down service at various times.
CISH Solution
Each Internet connectivity
solution has various advantages and disadvantages.
Depending on what kind
of service the homeowner wants, either 56K, cable, or
DSL modems will provide a viable solution. For example,
if the homeowner uses
the Internet only for
email and rarely accesses web pages,
a 56K modem is best
for this application. Cable and DSL modems
offer speed advantages over the
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56K modem, so either can be used for a high-speed broadband network solution
for both email and web access. Other factors must then be considered when
choosing cable or DSL modem service.
As previously mentioned, cable modems are less secure since other nearby cable
modems are connected to the same cable line. Cable modems provide faster
service than DSL, although the network speed changes depending on the number
of users using the cable line. Cable service is typically cheaper for the network
speed provided, and some service providers offer discounts if the homeowner
also orders cable television service.
DSL modems provide a dedicated connection between the home and the
telephone company, allowing data privacy. DSL service providers also offer a
static (non-variable) transmission rate, so the user receives a constant network
speed to the Internet. However, achieving transmission rates as fast as cable
modems are usually cosdy, but the cost for basic home DSL service is equivalent
to cable.
Homeowners must weigh these advantages and disadvantages, as well as their
intended application, before choosing an Internet service technology. When a
technology is selected, the main
server would generally become the network





Similar to any other home automation solution, the Computerized Integrated
Smart Home also has its own advantages and disadvantages. This chapter will
discuss the unique advantages that the CISH system offers as a home automation
solution, as well as its disadvantages.
8.1Advantages
The CISH system has many advantages. It incorporates many of the features
currendy available with other home automation systems with features uniquely
accredited to CISH. This section will describe these advantages in greater detail.
Home Automation
The Computerized Integrated Smart Home meets the requirements to control
household devices (home automation). According to the definition of home
automation from Chapter 2, CISH uses various methods and equipment to
provide the ability to enhance the homeowner's lifestyle. It computerizes and
integrates the components that make up the smart home so that it becomes more
comfortable, safe, and efficient. An automated home therefore can revolve
around the homeowner, rather than the opposite where the homeowner must
accommodate the operation of the home.
Concept of the Console
Consoles act as the user interface between users and the smart home. It allows
the user to present commands to the
system that are decoded and sent to the
main server. The main server then carries out the requested task. The entire
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concept of the console revolves around the idea that one computer interface (or
user interface) does not solely operate the smart home. Although the CISH
system uses a main server to operate all aspects of the smart home, consoles
provide a secondary level of control so that all users of the home automation
system do not need to interactwith the main server.
Consoles also offer a cheaper solution for multiple user access to the smart home.
For example, instead of purchasing a dedicated computer or laptop for each user
of the smart home, consoles provide a cheaper solution that only needs to
network to the main server. Multiple consoles can then be purchased at a
cheaper price than multiple computers.
Console Locations
The ideal smart home solution requires consoles located in each room of the
home. This primarily allows users the ability to easily interact with their home
wherever they are. Users can move from room to room and still be able to
control the smart home. A console at the front door would also allow people the
ability to identify themselves. This feature is important for security, and will be
described further below.
Inter-console Communication
With consoles located in each room of the home, it is possible for one console to
contact another console for intercom communication within the home. For
example, a user using the living room console can contact someone in the
bedroom using the
bedroom console. Users can initiate either audio-only or
audio/video communication between consoles. However, it is the job of the
main server to set up the
initial communications sequence (such as intercom
requests and making sure
the destination console is not already busy with another




External communication allows users within the home the ability to communicate
with others outside the home. An Internet connection can provide most of this
functionality, such as electronic mail, Web access, and Internet phone service.
Since the main server allows consoles to connect to the Internet, users can access
each of the previous services using any of the consoles.
If the main server connects to a telephone line using some sort of interface, users
can then initiate ordinary telephone calls using the consoles. The possibilities for
external communication with the CISH system can be boundless. As more
networking and communication technologies become available, it is possible to
integrate a large and convenient communication aspect into the smart home.
Voice Recognition and Speech Synthesis
Speech is a human natural ability and one of the most basic forms of
communication with others. A smart home system with a voice recognition
feature allows the homeowner the ability to easily present commands to the
system. Users can verbally speak to the system using their
natural voice, and the
system will understand and carry out the specified task.
Speech synthesis allows the home automation system to verbally provide
feedback for the user. For example, when the user catches the computer's
attention (i.e. "Computer!!"), the computer can respond so that the user knows
the computer is ready to receive
input. Also, in the event that something goes
wrong
such as a device failure, console failure, or an emergency such as a fire or
burglary, the computer can immediately notify users inside the home. Speech
synthesis provides this common ability to provide
feedback or notify users.
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User Location Identification
This is an important advantage that current home automation systems do not
address. When users interact with consoles, they may either be standing in front
of the console, or be located somewhere else in the room. As the user speaks in a
room, their voice may be picked up by more than one console. The user location
can therefore be determined by analyzing the volume (or strength) of the voice
input from the nearby consoles. The smart home can assume the user is located
in the room where the volume of the console voice input is the loudest.
Knowing now where the user is located allows verbal commands to be tailored to
the room the user is in. For example, current home automation systems identify
each device by a unique name. A user can turn on the bedroom lights, from the
living room by referencing the unique name for those bedroom lights. Suppose
the name of the bedroom lights is: "bedroom
lights."
So, to illuminate the
bedroom lights, a user could say, "Computer! Turn on the bedroom
lights."
If
the user is standing in the bedroom, he or she must still use the same verbal
command ("Turn on the bedroom lights.").
The Computerized Integrated Smart Home allows the user to tailor verbal
commands to the room they are located in. Using the example above, suppose
the user is standing in the living room. To turn the bedroom lights on using
CISH, the user would use the same phrase above ("Computer! Turn on the




The bedroom lights would then illuminate since
the user is already standing
in the bedroom.
Verbal commands therefore act on the room that the user is located in. To
operate devices elsewhere in the home, the user must then explicitiy identify the
room that the device is in. It is for this the reason why CISH devices must have a
room associated with them, and why devices can have multiple names. Tailoring
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verbal commands to implicidy identify devices is advantageous so that users do
not need to memorize the unique name of each device; they simply refer to its
location in the home.
User Identification for Access to the Home
User identification is important when considering security issues. A console
located at the main entry point (front door) to the home can provide two
services. First, it can permit users inside the home to visually see who is
approaching or standing at the front door. With consoles in each room, users do
not need to approach the door to see who is there; the console can display the
visitor on the screen. Users can also communicate with the person standing
there, and even unlock the door to allow the visitor inside.
The second service involves permitting outsiders in the home when the home is
empty. It is important to identify people at the door to determine if they are
authorized to enter the home. This scheme allows keyless entry to the home. As
mentioned in Chapter 5, facial recognition technology can be utilized to take a
photo of someone approaching the front door. The photo can be compared
with authorized faceprints to determine the user's identity. If the person is
recognized as an authorized user, he or she can then receive access to the nearby
console at the front door, in which they can unlock and open the door.
Another level of security is also
possible with this method. When the user
receives access to the front door console, the system may instruct the user to then
enter some access password. The person can enter the appropriate code, and the
system will grant access to unlock and open the door. This method, or other
combinations of security implementations, ensures that the smart home does not
solely rely on
faceprints to allow people access to the home.
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8.2Disadvantages
Any system, whether available or proposed, is not without its disadvantages.
CISH also has disadvantages that must be considered when implementing the
complete system. This section will describe these disadvantages in greater detail,
and offer possibilities to overcome them.
Technology Existence and/or Refinement
At the time this thesis was written, some of the technologies proposed either do
not exist yet, or need to be refined. For example, the console solutions
mentioned in Chapter 5 offer many features that can be used in a CISH
implementation. However, using these console products in an actual CISH
application requires some additions to the console.
CISH consoles must meet the four functionality requirements: view-screen,
typing capability, pointing capability, and multimedia capability (video camera and
audio input/output). Currendy available console solutions provide most of this
functionality, and would need to include additional features (such as a video
camera) to function as a suitable
CISH console. Also, consoles would need to
conform to the particular network solution chosen for the console network.
Main Server Dependence
The Computerized Integrated Smart Home is highly dependent on the main
server. It is this main server that controls all features and aspects of the entire
smart home. It acts as the centralized unit that bridges the gap between the
consoles and controllable household devices. If, for some reason, the main
server were incapacitated, operating devices would become extremely limited.
Overcoming this
dependence is certainly possible for CISH. For example,
switches and remote controls to
control lights and other devices can still be used
as a backup. Likewise, door locks can still be operated using a key rather than
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automatically operating the locks using CISH. Household devices could still be
operated manually until the main server is repaired.
Another way to overcome main server dependency is to provide some automated
backup solution. For example, the main server could either exist on a separate
power circuit than the rest of the home, or connect to a backup power supply to
provide power in the event of an outage. A secondary main server system can
also be implemented to take over smart home functions if the primary main
server fails. Although CISH is dependent on the continued operation of the
main server, possibilities do exist to overcome this problem.
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Chapter 9
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
It has been established that digital counterparts are now replacing devices
originally designed using analog technology. These digital devices are therefore
able to communicate with other digital devices such as computers. As computers
become more powerful as well, they have the ability to perform more complex
tasks outside of the domain theywere designed for.
Home networking and automation technologies are continually being developed
and refined. Combined with an intuitive user interface, a smart home is created.
Smart homes offer a grand shared resource that revolves around the user. Shared
resources include household devices (e.g. lights, heating/cooling, audio/video
equipment, curtains, doors, etc.), computers, printers, storage drives, and even
an Internet connection. The home network merely acts as the backbone for
home automation and user interface technologies.
9.1Recommendations
This thesis presented a great amount of information about home networking,
home automation, and user interfaces, the building blocks of a smart home. It is
important to determine the best combination of these technologies to create an
efficient system. This section will recommend possible combinations for three
home configurations: new houses, existing houses, and existing apartments (or
non-houses such as studios, dormitory rooms, trailer homes, etc. . .).
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New House Development
New houses open up a wide variety of possibilities for home automation
solutions. Since the house is not constructed entirely, the homeowner could
potentially use any home networking technology. For example, running Ethernet
cable from each room to a centralized closet is simple since walls do not exist yet.
If cost is not an issue (and with new houses, it may not be an issue), mstalling
new wiring to each room of the house can provide the fast and efficient network
required for both audio and videoconferencing.
The following list provides a short summary of the hardware needed for an
example CISH smart home configuration:
Main Server: Desktop PC Computer (with Ethernet and serial/X-10
network interfaces)
Consoles: QuBitWebTablet (one per each room)
Console Network: 10-Base-T Ethernet (with at least one network jack
near the console in each room, and a hub or switch near the main server
in a closet or basement area)
Device Network: X-10 with serial PC interface for the main server
Device Control Interface: X-10 lamp modules for lights, curtain motors
for curtains/drapes, automatic door locking mechanism, X-10 to infrared
transmitter for audio/video devices (television, stereo)
Internet Capability: Broadband cable/DSL modem with proxy software
for the main server
Elaborating on this list, the main server is located in a closet or basement area,
usually
inaccessible to the user. Nearby, a hub or switch connects all of the
network cables from consoles throughout the house. The main server also
contains an X-10 interface, which is plugged into an electrical oudet. The
software on the main server should keep track of all room names, the consoles
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installed and their locations, and all devices that can be controlled. The software
on each console includes CISH-specific software to transmit to the server
necessary control messages, and some kind of voice recognition software to
translate user speech into text for processing.
X-10 compliant devices such as infrared transmitters, curtain motors, lamp
modules, and several other kinds of modules plug into other electrical oudets
throughout the house. These intermediary devices listen for the X-10 signals sent
out by the main server, and react to these signals by controlling their respective
household device. From the consoles, the user should now be able to control all
aspects of the Computerized Integrated Smart Home.
Existing House Development
Existing houses include those homes that are already built, and the homeowner
wishes to install a home automation system. There are several limitations when
devising a solution for an existing house. One major limitation, for example, is
the use of extra, dedicated network wiring. It would be cosdy for the homeowner
to run wire from each room of the house to a centralized closet or basement area.
There should exist some easier solution, to minimally disturb the home
environment when installing the system.
The following list provides a short summary of the hardware needed for an
example configuration for an existing house:
Main Server: Desktop PC Computer (with Ethernet and serial/X-10
network interfaces)
. Consoles: QuBit WebTablet (one per each room, with wireless radio
network capability)
. Console Network: Wireless radio (infrastructure topology: consoles
communicate with an access point connected to an Ethernet network)
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Device Network: X-10 with serial PC interface for the main server
Device Control Interface: same as "new house
development"
above
Internet Capability: Broadband cable/DSL modem with proxy software
for the main server
To elaborate more on this configuration, the main server is located in a closet or
basement area, similar to the new house example. Using Ethernet, the main
server connects to a nearby hub. A wireless radio access point also connects to
this hub. Consoles are now able to communicate with the main server.
The main server also has an X-10 interface plugged into an electrical oudet. The
rest of the configuration is the same as the new house example (X-10 compliant
devices listening to X-10 signals sent from the main server). The major
difference in this existing house example is the use of a wireless radio network
between the consoles and the main server. Similarly, another example could
utilize Powerline technology, which uses the electrical wiring for network
communication. Either solution, however, allows users to control the smart
home from the consoles.
Apartment Homes
Apartment homes are typically smaller than houses, and can include studio
apartments, dormitory rooms, and even trailer homes. Since these types of
homes are not usually built from scratch by the homeowner, a viable smart home
system would be similar to the existing house solution. Also, apartment renters
typically do not have access to
a basement, so a CISH solution must utilize a
closet to house the main server and network wiring.
Similar technology can be used
for apartment homes, such as wireless radio and
Powerline, which do not require dedicated wiring from each room to the closet.
The device network technology could still be the same (X-10), since this network
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already uses the electrical wiring. Software on the main server would also be the
same, and would keep track of the room names, the consoles installed, and the
devices that can be controlled. Likewise, the console software would be the
same, which includes both CISH-specific and voice recognition software.
What Comes Close To CISH?
There exists an increasing number of companies offering do-it-yourself and
professional home automation products and services. Although the
Computerized Integrated Smart Home is only an example of a possible smart
home system, there are a few existing systems that come close to what CISH
proposes. This section will briefly mention five such systems, and will offer a
recommendation of the closest product available today that provides the most
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[Figure 9.1 - Current Systems vs. CISH Features]
Figure 9.1 depicts five smart home systems, as well as the features of the CISH
system. Each example system is rated on a simple scale depending on how the
system compares to CISH. The scale is as follows:
"yes/no"
refers to whether
the feature is available;
"most/all"




means that the feature is lacking in some areas,
"unknown"
refers to a lack of information, and the ratings under security refer to
the type of security used. The six areas in which each system is compared to
CISH are client/server (the use of consoles and a server computer),
communication (both internal and external, and the manner in which the user
interacts with the system), device control, temperature, security (both internal and
external), and whether the system is voice capable.
Note that the four areas of smart home functionality described in Chapter 4
(communication, device control, temperature, security) are included in the table
above. It is also necessary to include the client/server and voice attributes
because they are important to the complete CISH system.
According to Figure 9.1, the closest home automation system is the UCentric
Systems smart home, established in
1999.16
It is the only system above that
features a client/server architecture, in which a centralized server computer
located in a closet or basement controls all aspects of the smart home. The
system is based on a home area network (or HAN), and can network or control
devices such as televisions, radios, telephones, temperature, security monitoring,
smart appliances, palmtops, and even PC's.
Their website, however, does not mention the control of lighting, curtains, door
locks, or other simple devices usually operated using the X-10 protocol. It is for
this reason that the rating for device control in the table is "some". Voice
recognition is currendy not supported with the UCentric system. Depending on
the type of client used (whether it is a PC, mobile unit, or stationary console unit),
this feature should not be difficult to include.
16 More information about UCentric Systems can be found online
at: <http://www.ucentric.com>
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Although the UCentric system comes very close to the CISH ideal, it is not
available for commercial or residential purchase at the time this thesis was
written. The following paragraphs will suggest a second system from Figure 9.1
that is also similar to CISH.
The Smart America Development Corporation was established in 1994, and
currendy offers their ThinkBoxx complete smart home
package.17
Although
there is no main server computer that controls household devices, there are
keypads and touchpads that can be scattered throughout the home (which can
serve as a simple console solution). Smart home functions can also be controlled
using any touchtone telephone within the home, or by calling the home from
outside. There is no
"intercom"
capability available with the CISH internal
communication feature.
Lights, audio/video equipment, heating/air conditioning, motion sensors for
security, and sprinklers are some of the household devices that can be operated
by the smart home. Voice recognition is also not available with this system, and
would be difficult to incorporate since there is no central server machine.
The ThinkBoxx solution is a viable solution that is already available. It comes
close to the ideas presented in this thesis. It is therefore suggested to be an
example of the closest home automation solution to the CISH idea that can be
purchased today.
Conclusion
The purpose of the Computerized Integrated Smart Home, which is the topic of
this thesis, is to provide a home
automation system using technologies that are
simple and practical. It should be mentioned, however, that the terms
"CISH"
and "home should not be considered the same. The CISH system is
17 More information about this company can be found online at
<http://www.smart-america.com>
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an example of a home automation system (or smart home), similar to the ones
described in Chapter 3.
The complete CISH system combines the areas of home networking and home
automation; it computerizes and integrates the home into a centralized and
complete system controlled by a computer. Using consoles located in each room
of the home, the user is able to control household devices. This allows people to
integrate their home with their everyday lives, making the home more
comfortable and efficient.
The two smart home examples from Chapter 3 provide a framework of what is
currendy available. The Computerized Integrated Smart Home solution builds
on these systems with the concept of a console; it combines various features from
these existing systems and proposes extra features and functionality. The features
of the CISH system were described in four areas of smart home functionality
(communication, device control, temperature, and security). The previous section
described two smart home examples that come close to the CISH system,
although one is not available for purchase at the present time.
Finally, the Computerized Integrated Smart Home can become a reality for the
common home. It has the potential to propel our society into a new way of life
since it redefines our understanding of the word "home".
Over the past two
decades, computers have drastically changed how we live our lives. It is believed
that computers will once again drastically change our understanding of the home.
Hopefully, this system may become a standard in new or existing home
development, and will change how we perform everyday tasks at home.
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9.2FurtherResearch
The information presented in this thesis offers the basic building blocks for the
Computerized Integrated Smart Home solution. Before it can actually be built
into a physical creation, additional research is necessary to further define the
specific issues regarding how the smart home works, and the physical and
conceptual components that comprise the complete system. The following
suggestions provide a template for future research studies or Master's projects, to
further define a more concrete CISH system.
Propose or implement a complete network topology (server/console
network implementation), where the console can communicate with the
server and other consoles. An Internet connection can also be
established for the server computer. This network topology would satisfy
the internal and external communication aspects of the CISH solution.
This thesis proposed that the main server computer would control all
available household devices using various home automation technologies
(e.g. X-10). It is therefore possible to research the hardware used for the
actual server computer, as well as explore the various possibilities to
implement the control of household devices using the server.
A complete console unit can be built, either using one of the products
described in Chapter 5, a console solution proposed in section 7.1, or
some other researched solution. Along with the console unit, a suitable
software interface should be developed to provide some type of console
functionality.
Similar to the last two suggestions, it is also possible to implement an
interface for the main server, aside from the hardware used to build the
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unit itself. This interface could be implemented in conjunction with the
console interface, and provide services such as console auto-discovery.
Voice and facial recognition technologies are continually becoming more
reliable. These technologies could be researched further with a small
implementation. For example, Microsoft offers a voice recognition SDK
(software development kit) for C++ and Visual Basic. Visionics offers a
facial recognition SDK package as well. Along with the voice
implementation, a verbal command syntax could be developed; it would




audioconference. Remotely conversing with someone using audio-only
capability.
complex device. A device that performs many different functions (e.g. stereo).
Computerized Integrated Smart Home (CISH). A complete home
automation system using a client/server model. Household appliances and
devices are controlled using a main server, while users interact with the system
using consoles scattered throughout the home.
console. A remote unit located in each room of the home that users interact with
to control all aspects of the Computerized Integrated Smart Home.
console auto-discovery. The procedure in which the server automatically
determines the presence of remote consoles throughout the home.
console network. The network between the central main server and remote
console units.
device network. The network between the central main server and controllable
household devices.
Ethernet. A network cable and access protocol scheme originally developed by
Xerox, and has currendy become one of the most popular local area network
technologies.
facial recognition. The process of identifying an individual by analysis of facial
features.
house temperature. The air temperature inside the entire home. It can be an
average of all zone temperatures, or a designated room temperature.
main server. A server machine networked with consoles and the Internet. It
controls all household devices and fulfills requests from remote consoles.
NetBIOS (Network Basic Input/Output System). Allows applications on
different computers to communicate within a local area network.
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phoneline. A communications standard from the Home Phoneline Network
Alliance (HomePNA) where devices transmit and receive signals using the
home's existing telephone wiring.
powerline. Similar to X-10, it is a standard researched by the HomePlug Industry
Alliance that allows devices to transmit and receive signals using the home's
existing electrical wiring.
proprietary. Technologies that are owned by a private company and does not
particularly conform to a standard.
scene. A series of preset actions or events activated with an individual button or
sensor.
setting. See [scene].
simple device. A device that remains in one of two states, or can do up to two
functions: usually on or off, or open or closed (e.g. light bulb or door lock).
speech synthesis. The ability to translate computer text into
human-
understandable verbal speech.
user interface. The method of interaction between the user and a device, such as
a computer, television, or smart home.
videoconference. Remotely conversing with someone using both audio and
video features to see and speak with the remote person.
voice recognition. The ability to translate verbal speech and dictation into text.
water temperature. The temperature of water flowing from a sink, bathtub, or
shower.
wireless. A standards-based or proprietary technology where devices transmit
and receive signals using radio
waves or infrared light.
X-10. A technology which uses
the home's existing electrical wiring so that
devices can send various commands (such as on/off, and status) and signals to
other devices that are plugged into an oudet.
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